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The Development of the National Cemetery

Before the dedication of the Soldiers National Cemetery in November 1863

plot of seventeen acres had been chosen to serve as the final resting place

for the Union dead of the Battle of Gettysburg This lot adjoined the citizens

Evergreen Cemetery on its irregularly shaped southeast line private owners on

its north and northwest sides and abutted public roads on the west and east

lines To enclose the grounds and establish its boundaries the loosely organ

ized cemetery corporation decided to erect various kinds of fencing around the

cemetery Eventually three types of fencing were installed all serving

different purpose

Along the eastern front of the cemetery was the Baltimore Pike and the

entranceway to the grounds To enhance this approach to the grounds an orna

mental iron fence and gateway was erected This fencing and gateway may have

been cast by the firm of Robert Wood Company of Philadelphia who made the

similar Antiçtam National Cemetery gates This fencing was the last to be put

up since it seems to have arrived from the foundary too advanced into winter of

18641865 to be easily and safely erected As of March 1865 the iron gateway

and fencework were on hand and ready to be set up but the weather prevented the

corporation from doing It was not until later in the spring that the fenc

ing was eventually erected in any case the gates gateposts two surmounted by

gilded iron eagles and four by draped urns and fencing were up by the time of

the July 1865 ceremonies at the laying of the cornerstone of the Soldiers

National um2

1David Wills to Governor Andrew Curtin in Revised Report of the Select

Committee relative to the Soldiers National Cemetery .Harrisburg 1865
11

2Photograph entitled Robertsons Artillery Gettysburg Pa July 1.865 in

MOLLUS collection oversize Gettysburg book Military History Institute Carlisle
Rnrrnrke



This iron fence and entranceway conformed to the basic deals of tc land

scape architect of that period According to an article appearing with the annual

reports of the Department of Agriculture writt during that same decade supposed

ly by William Saunders himself then serving ar Superintendent of Garden and

Grounds within the Department the Baltimore Pike entrance gate would conform to

rules advocated by landscape gardeners

First impressions are strorgly influencing and often
tties be tb% foundatirn nf ast ng prejudcs
neatly designed and tastefully arranged gateway at the en
trance of property creates thc favorable expectation of

finding these characteristics pervading other improvements
An imposing entrance way therefore becomes an important
feature but It should always bear close relation to the

general style and scale of the situation

large heavy and elaborately constructed iron

gates demand heavier and more massive supporting pillars
ornamented to correspond witi- the styl and fini of the

gate The main or principal entrarce gate to an plice
evei of the most fumble description should be placed on

line eceding more or less from the line of the outside

or public road bcing connected with the latter fy curved

line of fence The extent of this recess will vary with
the extent of the place facilities of position and size
and style of the gate but ten to thirty feet may be giv
as range Even in places of quite limited extent the
former distance will be sufficient to give decided effect
without encroaching too severely on the grounds and will

establish largeness of expression to the whole surround

ings In placing posts for gates th mistake is frequently
made of setting them parallel to the puhl road xstcad of

having them at right angle to the road to which they

properly belong.3

The cost of tle gat way posts etc was estimated at $185G while the

ca 300 feet of fencing was purchased at $7.66 per llnoar foot or over $200

interestingly the Baltimore Pike front of the Evergreer Gemetery from the

3Landscape Gardening Report of the Gommissioner

Year 1869 Washingtoi 1870 pp 175 176

ter from Segj of War communieatiq pg of instionof National

Cerneter4pj8j0l87l Senate Exee Doe No 79 42nd Gongress 2nd Sesr 16



Soldiers National Cemetery to the gatehouse was to have the identical pattern

fencing Close examination of photographs taken of the gatehouse and cemeteries

from the East Cemetery Hill observation tower in or about 1878 reveals the same

style of fencing as that erected by Wills in 1865 for the Soldiers National

Cemetery The iron gates of the Evergreen Cemetery however were much simpler

and smaller This fencing was in reality exactly like that put up by the

Soldiers National Cemetery corporation because it was executed also by the

corporation The directors of that corporation were approached by representa

tives of the Evergreen Cemetery Association at their meeting in the early summer

of 1865 with request that they extend the iron fence along the Baltimore Pike

as far as the Evergreen brick gatehouse The argument presented by Evergreen

was that the continuous and identical iron fence would serve the purpose of

thus greatly improving the front appearance of the Soldiers National Cemetery.5

The directors regarded the proposition favorably and referred it to their executive

committee for appropriate action

It was determined that the remainder of the Soldiers National Cemetery

would be enclosed with substantial granite wall Indeed the Saunders Plan

would specifically delineate such wall at least on its northwest arid north

sides as well as between the National Cemetery and the civilian cemetery of

Gettysburg on the southeast.6 And David Wills proposition to the governor was

to enclose the entire grounds with well built stone wall from stone found on

or near the premises But political difficulties compromised this engraved

plan and the cemetery corporation was faced with an unusual demand by the

5Ninutes of the Proceedings of the Evergreen Cemetery Association June 14
1865 property of Evergreen Cemetery

6See Map of the Grounds by William Saunders showing plot of cemetery

graves drives planting walls Appendix



adjacent citizens cemetery association with David McConaughy as their spokesman

We agree to sell to the state or states nine acres
between the Cemetery and the Taneytown road at $200.00

per acrethe states to enclose this land on that Road and

on North and South but not on side adjoining the Cemetery
the grounds to be used for burial of the soldier dead of all

_________ If you concur the arrangement can be closed
We made the condition that the state or states

enclose only on the Taneytown road west and on the North

and South leaving the line on the East without any enclosure
that line adjoining our Cemetery groundand thus leaving the

site proposed and our Cemetery grounds in one common enclosure
Our great desire in while not embarrassing

the title on the tenure and use of the grounds sold with

any restrictions or regulations to have the glorious dead

of the Battles of July buried within the enclosure of our

Cemetery so as to appear as if part of it and to enhance

the interest of our ground with the glorious memories of

these Battles and the ashes of the heroic dead
The Cemetery is the common burial ground of our whole

community and our entire people feel the most deep interest

in this proposition and hope that you will gratify their

wishes.1

little over week transpired after this letter while David Wills who

was Governor Curtins unofficial representative on the scene and David McConaughy

exchanged heated words Wills had been blocked at every turn by McConaughy in his

efforts to procure suitable site for the soldiers cemetery McConaughy had

already purchased or received verbal option on Wills primary choice

Raffensbergers or East Cemetery Hill8 and had also purchased the land adjoining

his Evergreen Cemetery west of the Baltimore Pike.9 Wills was forced then to

deal with McConaughy if he still wished to buy the Cemetery Hill area for the

7David McConaughy to Governor Andrew Curtin August 1863 negative
photocopy David Wills correspondence GNHP vertical files

8Private and Confidential letter of McConaughy to Curtin August 1863

negative photocopy David Wills correspondence GNMP vertical files

9Winiam Saunders Memoirs handwritten photocopy GNMP vertical files



Wills accepted this condition and the transaction was made for the State to

acquire the acreage.13

Although little time was wasted on these diversionary procedures the whole

affair was ultimately divisive as well Both McConaughy and Wills were seeking

the same objecta suitable final resting place for the Northern dead Neither

man was in this undertaking for personal profit McConaughy himself wrote that

he was selling the nine acres to Pennsylvania at cost less than he had paid for

it Curtin McConaughy Wills members of.the Evergreen Cemetery Association

and leading citizens of the town of Gettysburg recognized not only the realistic

necessity.for such an undertaking but also the duty of their station to take

care of the Union dead in manner befitting the soldier patriots Thus the

proposed Soldiers National Cemetery was envisioned as Soldiers mausoleum

National sepulchre sacred grounds an eloquent memorial.14 The unfortu

nate personality conflict between the two prime movers of the cemetery seems to

have been mutual and permanent but did not affect the outcome of the cemetery

issue since there was plenty of mediation and compromise to salvage the ideal of

national cemetery

Within day or two after McConaughy and Wills transacted the land exchange

William Saunders appeared in Gettysburg at the urgent request of David Wills

Saunders landscape gardener for the Department of Agriculture15 had been

asked to help Wills in selecting appropriate ground for the proposed cemetery

13Wills attempted to wheedle out of the iron railing fence by taking advan

tage of the or otherwise phrase He wrote to Bartlett Commissioner from

Rhode Island on July 1864 that If we can now avoid the expense of the fence

between the two cemeteries we should do so think that low ornamental hedge

might be planted there at trifling expense which would answer any purpose
This sentiment conformed with William Saunders ideas about living division fences
but did not conform to the wishes of the Evergreen Cemetery Microfilm copy
Letters relating to National Cemetery and Soldiers National Monument Lehigh

University Library

14Curtin to Wills August 31 1863 in Revised Report 167 McConaughy to

Curtin July 25 1863 in David Wills Correspondence GNNP vertical files

15His position was that of Superintendent of Garden and Grounds



but postal delays prevented Saunders from receiving his invitation and from

arriving in Gettysburg until after the transaction was completed Wills did

show the grounds to Saunders who was pleased with the site but saw room for

improvement He felt that the frontage along the Baltimore Pike was not suff

cient for an entrance and primary viewing and access being only 150 feet and

urged Wills to purchase more frontage there eventually doubling the line along

the Baltimore Pike entrance to 300 feet In addition he saw the site as too

angular and convinced Wills to buy more ground for straitening out lithese

other lines.16

Saunders found Wills to be in agreement with his recommendations and Wills

speedily added the requisite acreage Between August 14 when McConaughy sold

the nine acres to Wills and August 17 David Wills on Saunders suggestion

purchased eight more acres of land adjoining the Evergreen Cemetery On August 17

he could write to Governor Curtin that he had completed the purchase of the neces

sary grounds for the soldiers cemetery which now embraced seventeen acres.17

After the dedicatory ceremonies of November 19 1863 work proceeded as

weather permitted in the reburial of Union dead Started on November the dis

interment and reinterment continued until midMarch of 1864 when all known bodies

3512 had been removed to the National Cemetery.18 Landscaping and planting of

the grounds laying out drives and walks and erecting the enclosurers for the

cemetery took next priority.19

16Memoirs of William Saunders photocopy GNMP vertical files

17Wills to Curtin August 17 1863 in Revised Report 166

18Ad Sentinel March 22 1864

19Wills wrote on July 22 1864 that all his workers the bankers and the

postmaster had been driven off by the approach of rebels under Early and that he

had just returned to work in the cemetery with 12 masons and about 20 laborers

Lehigh University microfilm



As already stated the Baltimore Pike fencing and gates were the last to

go up The first enclosure to be completed was the division fence between the

Evergreen and National Cemeteries.20 This was described by the local newspaper

as an iron railing dividing the two burial grounds This fence was constructed

of wroughtiron gas pipes 1/4 inches in diameter which were screwed together

and passed through castiron posts The gas pipe rails were in panels of three

placed one above the other about foot and half apart This fencing was

1726 feet long from Baltimore Pike southwest 960 feet then south 766 feet

and cost between $2.35 and $2.55 per linear foot.21 It was the opinion of the

news editor that this gaspipe fence gave much satisfaction being neat sub

stantial and altogether in good taste.22 It was planned that arbor vitae

20Wills to Curtin March 1865 in Revised Report 11

21Letter from Secretary of War Communicating Report of Inspector of National

Cemeteries 18701871 Senate Executive Document No.79 42nd Congress 2nd

Session 16 and Letter from Secretary of War Communicating Report of

Inspector of National Cemeteries for the Year 1874 Senate Executive Document

No 28 43rd Congress 2nd Session Washington 1875 11 The entire experse
of the dividing railing fence was bone by the Soldiers National Cemetery

corporation Minutes of the Proceedings June 14 1865

22Adams Sentinel May 1865 Gettysburg Compiler May 1865



shrubbertj would be planted intermittently along the fence which would mature

grow together and form hedge.23

23Ibid Sen Ex Doc No 79 42nd Cong 2nd sess 16 This hedge

gave the Cemetery superintendent fits every year The winters would kill off

numerous of the arbor vitae plants destroying the continuity of the hedge and

requiring annual replacement of shrubs in the spring
with before the UPS to over the CemeteryJn33 leaving the bare and deter
iorated gaspipe fence to stand one between the two cemeteries When the

Lafayette Square fence was put up to replace the pipe fence in 1934 the area

was left as it was It was in 1938 that UPS landscape architects planted over
200 rhodedendron plants along all the iron fence enclosures in the Cemetery
using them to beautify the gounds and screen out the fences and adjacent land

Saunders own thoughts about fencing as it pertains to landscaping were pen
ned six years after the origins of the National Cemetery

Some sort of fence is usually necessary to guard against

intruders or to designate ownership and the kind of fence used

will generally be governed by necessity
Whatever materials may be used for outside fences they

should be strong and substantial Inside fences for such purposes
as that of separating the lawn from the vegetable garden may be

of lighter construction
Even in those happy communities where cattle are not per

mitted to run at large some kind of fence will be necessary to

designate boundary lines of property Welldefined boundary
lines to property greatly enhance its enjoyment especially when
applied to lawns and gardens

For this purpose the live fence is by far the most appro
priate and that formed of evergreen plants the most permanently
beautiful The Sib en an ax rvitae Nootka pressandhemlo ck

spruce are among the best for porern climates In the South

the Chinese arbor vitae Japan euonymus and other evergreen
shrubs may be added to the list If deciduous plants are prefer
red selection may be made from the following list Japan

quince buckthorn elaeagnus Japan privet and if somewhat

formidable fence is desired the Osage orange and honey locust

will answer that purpose
In grounds of very limited dimensions where the boundary

lines are at no great distance from the house an evergreen hedge
set inside the fence will afford great relief to the eye and form

background as it were to the shrubbery and flower borders
The stiff line of the hedge can be modified in appearance by

planting small diversified groups of shrubs or lowgrowing
evergreens along its front continuous border varying in

width and of curving outline running in direction parallel
with the hedge and thickly planted with flowering shrubs of

variety interspersed with such flowering herbaceous perennials
as holly hocks phloxes chrysanthemums delphinums etc is one

of the best modes of treating small pleasure garden and lawn
Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture for the Year 1869

pp 172173
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Although the newspaper commentaries were impressed with tbCsubstantial

granite wall24 there was no detailed description of the construction of said

wall Years later even the inspector of the national cemeteries who wrote

such meticulous description of the unassuming gaspipe fence neglected to

comment on the base construction of the wall The only observation made by the

inspector was that it was laid in mortar and covered with heavy coping of

dressed granite inches thick and 23 inches wide with the top slightly

beveled.25 This coping of dark Gettysburg granite was cut in the granite

yards of Solomon Powers26 but it is doubtful that he had the contract for

construction of any part of the wall except the coping There were four stone

masons residing in Gettysburg at the time of the 1860 census as well as eitht

stone cutters two bricklayers and number of day laborers.27 In the spring

of 1865 when work was being undertaken to put in the granite headstones and

to complete the enclosures drives and planting there were about sixty hands

at work on the cemetery.28 Many of these hands must have been contracted to

work on the stone wall and probably included members of the Tawney family

The Tawneys followers of the trade of masonry were led by Abraham Tawney

who could be credited for many of the important buildings of this county and

among those in Gettysburg may be mentioned the gas works churches courthouse

etc 29

is one of the best structures of the kind we have ever seen and bids

fair to withstand times ravages for centuries to come Adams Sentinel May
1865 Gettysburg Compiler May 1865

25Sen Ex Doc No 79 42nd Congress 2nd sess 16

Sentinel May 1865 Gettysburg Compiler May 1865 Powers

quarried and cut granite for years in the Gettysburg area but was seemingly not

engaged in construction or masonry work during these his later years

271860 US Census Gettysburg Borough Adams County Pennsylvania

28Adams Sentinel May 1865

29llistory of Cumberland and Adams Counties Pennsylvania Chicago 1886 491
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The wall was constructed as bound wall with tier of mortared field

stone granite of random size and shape on each side center core of small

rubble stone and clay and capstone of the beveled cut granite from Powers

granite yard The capstones were irregular in length the smallest being about

three feet with the longest as much as ten feet or more These were held to

gether in place atop the tiers by heavy iron clamps or double pointed dowel

pins like huge staples at the joints with the legs of the clamps fitting

into drilled depressions in the tops of the capstones

The enclosures were all finished by the time of the dedication ceremonies

for the laying of the cornerstone of the Soldiers National Monument on July

1865
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Maintenance by the War Department

At the time the Soldiers National Cemetery was envisioned and realized

the corporation was under charter of the State of Pennsylvania which originally

footed the bill for the expenses The State had paid for the seventeenacre

plot and held title to the Soldiers National Cemetery in trust for the other

Union states having soldiers buried in said cemetery When the cemetery was

chartered under the laws of Pennsylvania on March 25 1864 the states shared

all expenses proportionately by population with the other incorporators After

that time the commissioners and their respective states kept the cemetery sol

vent and developing through voluntary state appropriations As of November 30

1864 the cemetery had received $28045.95 from the various states and had spent

$23831.09 of that amount in burial expenses and superintending same layout of

the grounds construction of the lodge and portions of the fencing.3 This total

apportionment by state appropriations reached $129523.24 by the time the cemetery

was transferred to the ownership of the Federal government on May 1872

The only known maintenance required for the enclosures during the ownership

of the State of Pennsylvania and the control of the corporation was the painting

of the front fence and gates This was sone at cost of $50 but the date of

such work was not specified.3

Although the condition of the substantial stone wall was not noted in the

inspection report for 18701871 prior to the governments ownership the

30Revised Report pp 12 17

33-Letters Sent handwritten journal of Gettysburg National Cemetery

Superintendent September 1872 GNMP Library
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Quartermasters Department of Philadelphia instructed the superintendent to have

the stone wall repointed during the early fall of 1872.32 At the same time

decision was made to repaint the iron front fence and gateway to prevent

corrosion.33 By the end of October 1872 both projects were completed John

Errter Enter receiving $40 compensation for painting the iron fencing along

the Baltimore Pike and Charles Tawney earning $575 for reiointing the enclos

34
ing wall

At the same time to bring the visibility of the iron railing division fence

up to par the superintendent discovered that he would have to replace almost 120

arbor vitaes in the hedge just inside the fence or boundary He had felt that

all the arbor vitae should have been torn out and replaced with small hemlock

trees but the War Department chose the arbor vitaes at half the cost of the

hemlocks35 and these were planted during the beginning of November To the

surprise of no one the arbor vitae continued to die during the harsh Pennsylvania

winters and the superintendent sent out requisition in the spring for 160

American arbor vitae three feet high to fill up the hedge.36 It should be re

emphasized here that William Saunders in his 1869 report on landscape gardening

recommended Siberian arbor vitae for the harsher northern climates Why American

arbor vitae shrubs were planted instead is not known In any case even at the

32Ibid

3etters Received August 30 1872

34Letters Sent October and 25 1872

35Ibid September 20 and November 1872

36Ibid May 16 1873
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time of the cemeterys inspection in the fall of 1873 it was noted that the arbor

vitae hedge was quite damaged by the severe weather and as result was uneven in

37
appearance

It was not until the spring of 1875 that any more substantial work was needed

on the enclosures At that time the superintendent requested funding from the

quartermaster department for painting and gilding the front fence and gate.38

This project was authorized and funded in JuneJuly of 1875 Two springs later

it was noted that the iron railing division fence needed painting badly40 but

it was not until the fence weathered another winter that the repainting work was

done at cost of $20.41

Six years following the first major repointing of the stone wall enclosing

the cemetery the superintendent wrote to the quartermaster general describing

the condition of the wall

the wall at this Cemetery is Twenty five 25 hundred

feet long the greater part of the pointing has fallen out
what still remains is nearly all loose and will ultimately
fall out do not think it would be advisable to patch it

as it would not make good job and by next spring great
deal of what remains on now will have fallen off about two
thirds of the pointing is off now.42

It was not until the following summer however that formal request for

authorization and funding was sent to the War Department In August of 1879

while drawing up specifications for this repointing job Wilson then

37Report of the Inspector for 1874 Sen Ex Doc No 28 43rd Congress

3etters Sent April 1875

39Letters Received June 25 1875

40Letters Sent May 11 1877

4ktbid February 1878

42Ibid August 1878
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superintendent of the National Cemetery recommended that the material used

should be lime and sand mortar The wall was pointed the last time with cement

mortar and in less than six months after being pointed the pointing commenced

falling out.43 In September Charles Tawney once again was contracted to

repoint the wall at 13 l/2c foot accepting the specifications of the War

Department e.g using lime and sand mortar instead of the cement mortar he had

used previously

During this same period that front fence and gateways were repainted and

gilded.45

It was in the fall of 1886 that major repairs were again needed for the

wall

The repairs on the wall will be made by hire of

necessary services of mechanics and laborers by the day
All defective joints should be scraped out thoroughly
to good depth and the repointing carefully done under

your own personal and constant supervision that the work

may be neatly executed and not slighted in any way
Ordinary laborers with proper superintendence can do the

work of scraping the joints The mortar should be of

two parts sand to one of cement and mixed only in very
small quantities as required for immediate use.46

This work was most probably done in October and November of 1886 since the

National Cewetery had an unusually high number of laborers on the payroll then

including four members of the Tawney familyF Tawney Tawney Tawney

and William Tawney.47 In hopes of preventing rapid deterioration of this new

43Ibid August 27 1879

____ July 1879 requests September 1879

45mid estimates for September 1879

46Letters Received September 11 1886

47It is also worthy of mentioning here that and Tawney were the

contractors who built the brick rostrum in the south end of the cemetery during

the spring of 1879 Letters Received March 10 1879
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repointing the quartermasters department recommended that the walls be covered

as soon as possible with ivy and other vines if there were no fine hedges

along the insides of the walls.48 It is doubtful that this measure was taken

at that time since it was three years afterwards that the department reiterated

the suggestion No photograph of these years indicates vinelike growth on or

along the walls

In the fall of 1891_it was proposed to repoint the wall again However

because of increasing visitation to the National Cemetery and the battlefield

It was decided to concurrently open new gateway on the Taneytown Road side of

the cemetery This gateway was opened opposite the Hancock Avenue entrance at

Zieglers Grove49 but was not finished until sometime after March 1892.50 The

new gateway consisted of dissimilar gate posts from those at the Baltimore Pike

entrance Two highly ornamental iron posts supported the main gates These

posts had reliefs of various patriotic seals and insignia which were eventually

gilded Connecting the stone wall which had been altered and gradually raised

at the entranceway with the entrance gate were flanking pedestrian gates These

smaller gates stood between the cast iron gate posts and the granite posts which

were attached to the ends of the stone walls These granite posts were composed

of six rusticfaced cut blocks stacked atop each other and topped by rustic

faced capstone Both iron and granite gate posts had finials of cast iron gilded

urns Unlike the draped urns on the Baltimore Pike entrance these urns had

handles were smaller and were of completely different configuration The

____ January 24 1888

49Ibid November 1891

50me masonry work was not completed at that time due to snows and cold

weather Monthly Reports March 1892 GNMF Library
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handles of the urns paralleled the Taneytown Road The weather was also factor

in slowing the workers who were repointed the wall During this repointing we

get the impression that for the first time the enclosing wall was not repointed

in its entirety Calvin Hamiltons monthly report to the War Department indicated

that the inside of the enclosing wall was repointed wherever needed and over one

thousand feet on the outside The old pointing on the outside was all removed on

the outside as far as repointed The wall repointing was completed on June 20

1892.51

During that same year the iron fence and gateway along the Baltimore Pike

was repainted greatly improving its appearance.52 Although the superintendent

recommended in the spring of 1889 that the fencing needed painting he did not

request authorization to do so On examination of the fence however Superintendent

Holtzworth judged that the weathering was not serious and recommended that no work

be done until the next year It was not until three and half years later that

action was recommended or taken and not until the fence needed painting badly

Cyclic maintenance continued on this entranceway fencing and it was painted

again in the summer of 1897 The estimates for the work included the painting

of the iron fence along the pike and the gateway at the entrance and the bronz

ing of the eagle and letters as well as for painting the new gateway on the

Taneytown Road including gold leaf where needed The cost of this project was

calculated at $38 In the spring of 1901 the process was repeated with the

application of two coats of paint to the fencing and gates and by bronzing the

eagles urns and lettering on the Baltimore Pike gateway This time the cost

Ibid April and June 1892

____ October 1892

5etters Sent June 15 1897
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rose to $4554 Three years later during the spring of 1904 the superintendent

again requested $50 for funding the same purpose.55

Meanwhile the stone wall continued to need maintenance to safeguard the

joints from weather In the late summer of 1906 the wall was repointed where it

was needed by using cement and sand fixative The cost of the labor was esti

mated at $60 and the superintendent requested barrel of the best cement and

two barrels of fine or clean sharp sand56 for the job No ci.ther record

exists indicating work on the wall for the following twelve years

In 1908 the ornamental appendages to the gateways urns eagles lettering

etc were gilded or given coating of ordinary bronze paint while the fenc

ing was repainted again.57 The superintendent Calvin Hamilton stated that the

iron eagles had previously been gilded on the average of every two or three years

but that up to 1908 they had not been treated in long time In 1912 the

procedure was repeated but this time the job was not contracted out to local

painters The superintendent asked for money to purchase the paint only and

that the repainting of the fencing would be accomplished by the regular force

on the cemetery payroll.58 But three years later the superintendent advertised

for bids for painting and gilding the cemetery gates no mention is made of the

fencing This contract was awarded to Bushman Brothers and Company59 and the

work was not delegated to cemetery labor The painting of the iron fencing and

54lbici March 1901

55Ibid March 1st 1901

56Ibid August 14 September 19 1906

57Ibid April April 24 and May 23 1908

58Ibid March 31 1912

59lbici April 30 and May 20 1915
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any repointing of the stone wall was picked up by annual maintenance during that

year
60

The stone wall was beginning to show signs of deterioration by 1920 The

last real work on the wall was in 1908 and that must have been merely patchwork

since the cost of labor and amount of cement was not indicative of the large and

thorough projects carried on in the early years of the cemetery maintenance of

the wall On August 13 1920 permission was requested of the War Department for

five days labor and four bags of Portland Cement to repoint the outside of the

west wall.61 Nine days later the depot quartermaster from Philadelphia endorsed

the request by writing that the southwest wall along the Taneytown Road needed

considerable repointing on the outside and small amount of work on the inside

of the wall.62

The first real problems with the wall occured in 1923 when about eighteen

feet of the outside of the wall behind the utility building fell out The

superintendent called in stone mason to look at the wall The mason was of

course another TawneyEdward Tawneywho continued his familys fiftyoffyear

care of the wall Tawneys findings were that the wall was not bound tied and

poor foundation at foot of water shed was cause of breakage The superintendent

believed this estimate to be evidently true the large top stones remaining in

place Tawneys proposal for repairing the wall included providing any necessary

stone providing all cement and sand and to replace the bound in the broken

section at cost of $60.63 As of April 10 the wall was not yet repaired and

60Ibid April 16 1915

61Ibid August 13 1920

62Ibid August 24 1920

63Ibid March 26 1923
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the eighteen feet originally fallen down in the neighbors garden was being joined

by additional stonework from more of the weakening wall Altogether Tawney

appraised one hundred feet of the wall behind the superintendents lodge the tool

house and the stable utility building and estimated the cost of repairs at

$150.64 it is not mentioned whether or not this work was done at that time

Although there was statement that an estimate was made there was no followup

in the recorded correspondence to indicate whether Tawney or anyone else was paid

for the job This does not preclude the possibility that the cemetery work

force did the masonry work themselves

Almost two years later Edward Tawney was called upon again to look at the

wall and work up an estimate for repointing the wall and straightening it where

needed where it has become otherwise by roots of trees filtration of water

etc from Baltimore Street to the gateway on the Taneytown Road.65 This

estuinate must have been so unpalatable to the pecuniary depot quartermaster that

it was not even recorded it is doubtful whether any work was done to repoint the

wall or to alleviate the weakening condition of the wall

It was not until 1929 that the War Department commenced work on this section

of wall and only because forced into it After the winter weather and the freez

ing temperatures the stone wall finally yielded to the ravages caused by the

departments recent years of neglect That section of the wall dividing the

cemetery from the gounds of the present Cemetery Annex was the hardest hit

The problems associated with the wall were described by the superintendent who

64Ibid April 20 1923

65Ibid January 12 1925
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was informing the department the

wall had fallen out in seven places and bulging by frost

is ready to fall out Water leaking down into the wall
freezes and bursts it One other cause of wall

falling is that the ground next to it being cultivated

undermines the wall which has no sufficient base to hold

it up after frost.66

Estimates were made at that time to present to the quartermaster department

hiving the administrators two alternative treatments to select from The first

alternative called for repairing only the seven damaged places including base

of stone as needed 12 14 and 12 16 at cost of $95 The second

proposal consisted of repairing the length of the affected wall on both sides

tearing out and rebuilding the bulged areas and rebuilding the seven collapsed

sections at cost of $260 Both included base constructed on 136 concrete

12 14 to 12 16 where necessary the whole to be left in clean and

satisfactory condition.67 The War Department chose the cheaper solution and

the contract was awarded to the appraiser Punt of Gettysburg who completed

the work in less than two weeks time April 24 1929 Unfortunately the needed

repointing of the wall was shunted aside in order to save money and the stone

wall was once again deprived of the vital cyclical maintenance necessary to prevent

its bulging shifting and collapse

In 1931 just two and half years after this emergency repair the superin

tendent would have the temerity to write that

considerable pointing up is needed on the north and west
sides which are stone but the wall will stand as it is

for some time without any repairs if no funds are available

for this work.68

66Ibid March 24 1929

67Ibid April 12 1929

68Ibid November 14 1931
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Needless to say the War Department quickly latched on to the qualifier in the

above statement and apparently allocated neither funding nor authority to

accomplish the needed preservation treatment The following spring after

surviving another winter the wall looked worse and the superintendent changed

his tune

niuch work is needed in repointing ao the coping
is slipping out of line in several places

He estimated at least $500 would be needed to fund the necessary labor although

it does not appear from the records that the funding was made available to Gettys

burg or that the work was undertaken Up to March of 1934 when the last days of

the War Departments administration of the cemetery drew to close there is no

record of repointing or repair to the walls

The iron fencing fared better during the last decades of War Department care

but even at that the attention given this fencing was sporadic at best From

1915 to 1929 there was no written record of routine maintenance or painting of the

fencing But in 1929 the superintendent at least and at last requiested

authority to purchase gilding bronze for the ornamentation of the Baltimore Pike

and Taneytown Road entrance gates.7 And month later the work force was busy

painting the iron fencing of the cemetery with Black Valdura paint.71

new superintendent wanted the bronze ornaments etc on the gates cleaned

and painted but he was not familiar with what type of solution to apply which

would stand exposure to the weather.72 He requested the quartermaster to send

him gallon of the proper bronzing material which we assume was done The

69Ibid March 31 1932

70Ibid requests for May 1929

71
Ibid June 24 1929

72Ibid requests for January 1931
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following year work was programmed to paint the iron fence and gates and to

make any other repairs to them as needed

Maintenance Under the National Park Service

When the National Park Service took charge of the Gettysburg National

Cemetery in 1933 it received all of the War Departments maintenance needs

Contrary to the opinions of Park Service personnel74 however the War Depart

ment had done creditable job up until its last thirty years of administration

But those last decades were definitely not up to the maintenance standards of the

pre2Oth century cemetery force It was necessary therefore to concentrate

emergency conservation work upon the resources of Gettysburg National Cemetery

Parts of the Parks C.C.C labor force were assigned to the cemetery for

various work projects Among these were the jobs of resetting the granite and

marble headstones treating the cemeterys historic trees repairing the roads

and installing drain lines Another proj ect undertaken by the crew was the

razing of the iron railing fence dividing Evergreen and the National Cemeteries

73Ibid requests for February 1932

74Louis King The Gettysburg National Cemetery Gettysburg Pa An

Exposition of Emergency Conservation Work Projects GNIP vertical files
After the establishment of the Cemetery and up until August

1933 at which time the Gettysburg National Cemetery and the Gettys
burg National Military Park were transferred to the National Park

Service little or no improvements and construction in the Cemetery
were made As result of this Laissez faire policy the Cemetery

began to take on an appearance unbecoming to National Shrine It

was this situation that led to the formulation of program for the

improvement and conservation of this historic site
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The old gaspipe fence was considered neither artistic in character nor valuable

from utilitarian viewpoint75 and was considered expendable during the National

Park Services initial beautification programs for the park and cemetery It

is doubtful whether the Park Service considered the open fence stipulation

guaranteed to Evergreen Cemetery when they determined the fate of the gaspipe

fence However the National Park Service fulfilled the verbal stipulation

intentionally or unintentionally when it proposed to relocate the Lafayette

Square iron fence from East Cemetery Hill to the National Cemetery in its stead

The Lafayette Square iron fence had been donated to the Gettysburg Battle

field Memorial Association by joint resolution of Congress on October 12 1888

through the efforts of Daniel Sickles.76 Originally enclosing Lafayette Square

in Washington the fence was declared to be no longer needed by District of

Columbia authorities and prompted Sickles to urge the Congressional resolution

giving the ornamental fence over to the Gettysburg preservation and memorial

group

On July 12 1889 the Gettysburg Battlefield Memorial Association resolved

that so much of the iron fence donated by the Government be used as is

necessary to enclose the front of East Cemetery Hill to Slocum Avenue and by

said avenue to the turn to Culps Hill and that it be erected unpainted in

granite blocks and according to the lay of the land the contractor to furnish

any .castings that are necessary.77 This fence was eventually erected sometime

75Ibid

76Frederick Tilberg Historic Cemetery Survey Report June 24 1958
GNMP vertical files 11

77finutes of the Gettysburg Battlefield Memorial Association July 12
1889 193 CNN library
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after April of 1890 by the firm of Gilbert and Smith It was envisioned that

three gates would be placed along the Baltimore Pike and one along Slocum Avenue

where it joined Wainwright Avenue or Brickyard Lane at the base of East Cemetery

Hill.78

This old East Cemetery Hill/Lafayette Square fence was taken down by the

Park Service in the end of 1933 and beginning of 1934 and reerected along the

line once occupied by the gaspipe division fence In April of 1934 the fencing

was cleaned and painted on its relocated site.79 In September of the following

year the fence received another coat of paint80 apparently its last painting of

the 1930s No known Park or cemetery records exist indicating later additional

labor devoted to the Lafayette Square fencing As of date the fence has not

seen any kind of cyclic maintenance within at least the past five years and is

in deteriorated condition The paint is won and peeling while the iron itself

has become pitted and rusted Many of the heavy finials connecting the panels

as well as the tops of many pickets are missing broken or ajar

The Baltimore Pike fence has not fared much better under the Park Service

Whereas the War Department labor force tried to paint and clean this front fence

on the average of every 34 years the National Park Service has virtually cur

tailed any cyclic maintenance to the fencing and entranceway After February 1932

the fencing itself was apparently not given any kind of major cleaning or re

painting In 1935 the ornamentation on the Baltimore Pike and Taneytown Road

78Gettysburg Compiler April 1890

79Superintendents Monthly Reports GNMP library April 1934

80 Ibid September 1935
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entranceways yere coated with bronze paint81 but no mention was made of

applying black paint to the remainder of the gates or fencing For the 1938

fiscal year the superintendent could report that the walls and the fencing

were in very good condition and needed very little maintenance but no

mention was made in any reports of any kind of routine maintenance which would

have included cyclical repainting

In 1939 it was finally decided to widen the gateway on the front entrance

This idea was first proposed to the War Departmett during the summer of 192382

nfter an auto accident in 1917 resulted in damageing the gates5 followed by

bevCaI aear LLUagia accidents in sztaqnL yars DULILIg Ue mortili of April

1939 one of the C.C.C camps here commenced work widening the gateways from

fourteen feet ttwnty feet by resetting the old pillows relocating the gate-

posts and replacing the old gates with new ones.83 Clarence Nett the

superintendent at that time considered the widening of the entranceway to be the

greatest improvement to the National Cemetery during his administration up to

that time.84 After the job was done finishing touches were added by repainting

the black and bronze of the gateposts and gates The Taneytown Road gateway

was widened in October-November of l95 by eliminating the iron gateposts

altogether and affixing longer pair of gates to the granite posts

In January of 1943 78-year-old Norway Spruce was uprooted by high winds

and damaged one panel of the Baltimore Pike fencing This was repaired however

81Ibid Nay 1935

82Letters Sent August 17 1923 with illustration of proposed widening

83Superintendents Mortily Reports April and Nay 1939

84Thid Nay 1939
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entranceways were coated with bronze paint81 but no mention was made of apply

ing black paint to the remainder of the gates or fencing For the 1938 fiscal

year the superintendent could report that the walls and the fencing were in

very good condition and needed very little maintenance but no mention was

made in any reports of any kind of routine maintenance which would have included

cyclical repainting

In 1939 it was finally decided to widen the gateway on both the front and

back entrances This idea was first proposed to the War Department during the

of 192382 after an auto accident in 1917 resulted in damaging the gates

followed by several neardamaging accidents in subsequent years During the

month of April 1939 one of the C.C.C camps here commenced work widening the

gateways from fourteen feet to twenty feet by resetting the old pillows relocat

ing the gateposts and replacing the old gates with new ones.83 Clarence Nett

the superintendent at that time considered the widening of the entranceway to be

the greatest improvement to the National Cemetery during his administration up to

that time.84 After the job was done finishing touches were added by.repainting

the black and bronze of the gateposts and gates No statement was made of

altering the Taneytown Road or lower gates but they may have been widened at

the same time by eliminating the iron gateposts altogether and affixing longer

pair of gates to the granite posts

In January of 1943 78yearold Norway Spruce was uprooted by high winds

and damaged one panel of the Baltimore Pike fencing This was repaired however

____ May 1935

82Letters Sent August 17 1923 with illustration of proposed widening

83Superintendents Monthly Reports April and May 1939

84Ibid May 1939
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by welding.85 No further mention was made in existing records of Park maintenance

to the Baltimore Pike fencing and entranceway except that the brick sidewalk at

the entrance was reconstructed with concrete base on sand cushion from July

to October 1939 by the Works Progress Administration.86 This work was necessary

to conform to the alteration in widening the gates

The worst victim of cyclical negligence was that enclosure which was pre

dicted to withstand times ravages for centuries to comethe stone wall No

notice was taken whatsoever in the records of repointing or any other care to the

wall from 19331943 Park records for ensuing years are nonextant and skimpy

at best The only recent maintenance noted was twoman crew working for one

weeks time repointing sections of the wall in 1962.87 The absence of adequate

pointing in the rubble wall and coping joints has contributed to the deterioration

of the wall and has helped lead to the threatened condition of this substantial

enclosure visit by National Park Service architect Pranzen in 1969 confirmed

that the major source of weakening in the wall was attributed to the faulty point

ing see Appendix and recoended then that over 25% of the northwest wall

would have to be rebuilt to correct the bulging caused by water entering the joints

This proposed work was never undertaken although 10238 proposal Package 110

to rehabilitate the historic stone wall as well as the Baltimore Pike and

Lafayette Square iron fences was submitted in 1973 The wisdom of budgetary

priorities pushed back the starting date for emergency construction work until

1978 when $40000 for repair of the wall has been provided Since these funds will

allow for an estimated 375 feet of wall repair It is likely that by 1984 when the

wall repair can be completed based upon 375 feet per year after six more winters

85Ibid January 1943

86
Ibid JulyOctober 1939

87Weekly Summaries early version of Cannons Roar October 22 1962
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of water seeping into the exposed joints and freezing whole sections of this

wall will collapse Already since the 1973 10238 four sections of the wall

have collapsed and at least ten times that many sections have bulged severely

threatening collapse

The iron fencing also included within the same 10238 Package 110 proposal

also has serious structural problems The Baltimore Pike fence is substantially

solid as far as the posts but individual pickets and other parts of the panels

are broken rusted through loosened and otherwise unsightly The relocated

Lafayette Square fencing has already begun to collapse due to inadequate support

and rusted bases Both fences as wellas the gates are pitted severely by corro

sion due to lack of attention and cyclical maintenance including thorough

cleaning and painting Because of the extent of the corrosion due to the elimi

nation of the protective paint coating it is questionable whether standard scrap

ing and cleaning techniques could possibly help the pickets and posts The iron

gateposts reflect this same deteriorated and unseemly appearance one gatepost

even having its interior exposed for year now after car accident broke away

part of its north panel The eagles urns and inscriptions have not been gilded

or bronzed for decades and the urns especially are rusting through completely

This is in contrast to operations at Antietam National Cemetery whose enclosures

look as good today as 100 years ago

Afterwords and Afterthoughts

The inattention paid to the Gettysburg National Cemetery enclosures during

the administration of the National Park Service has contributed significantly to

their threatened condition today Up until the last few decades of its own admin

istration the War Department paid particular attention to the enclosures and the

condition and appearance of the Cemetery as whole It was not until near the
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approach of the 50th anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg that this attention

began to devolve solely upon the upkeep of the grounds and new buildings The

preoccupation with cutting the grass and building new visitor and maintenance

facilities88 arrived on the scene almost immediately after the passing of the

disabledCivilWarveteran superintendent.89

These early War Department appointees had personal interest in the National

Cemetery since all of them had been disabled themselves by wounds in the same war

in which this cemetery was founded The War Department itself was still staffed

by career officers who served during the Civil War And Gettysburg National Cem

etery and the battlefield were Mecca to thousands of Civil War veterans annually

whose one most cherished stop was the solemnity and tranquility of the cemetery

grounds Many still came in those postwar years to visit the grave of brother

or other relative and to talk personally with the superintendent about the care

of the grave

Because of the personal nature of the cemetery in those years pride was

taken in not only the upkeep of the graves but in the enclosures planting and

approaches to the cemetery Even though William Saunders later criticized the

army for disrupting his original landscaping by planting more and more trees on

the open expanse of the grave section and diminishing the spectacle of the simple

88The new superintendents lodge and office was built in 1907 the comfort

station in 1927 gates widened to accommodate vehicular traffic in 1939 and

gravestones in the historic section set flush_with the ground in 1934 to facil
itate mowing operations They originally sood some 69 up out of the ground
so that they not the grass would be noticeable as symbol of nations
gratitude to its soldier dead The brick stable and storage shed built in 1897
was intended to house the cemeterys one horse or mule and store the four cannon

and terra cotta vases during the winter months It has since been converted to

garage to store trucks lawnmowers and snow plows

89The last such disabled veteran at Gettysburg was Calvin Hamilton who died

while serving as superintendent in 1914
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headstones against the naked lawn he would have found it difficult to censure

them for the care of the enclosures and the maintenance of the approaches to the

cemetery

Yet with the influx of more and more tourists and fewer and fewer returning

veterans the emphasis shifted from the exterior view of the cemetery to the in

terior view from ttsimple grandeur to visitor comfort Competition with other

structures improved roadways and attractions diminished the approaches and

scenic quality of the cemeterys exterior More attention was paid to the interior

visual impact and less to the exterior More trees were planted avenues were

hardsurfaced lawns were manicured unsightly fencing and plantings replaced

Less attention was therefore directed to the stone wall gates and iron fences

but more attention was focused on converting the cemetery to an isolated closed

in memorial park The Soldiers National Monument was no l9nger billed solely

as monument to the soldiers but as the site of Lincolns Gettysburg Address

To the average tourist/visitor of the twentieth century the monument is just

another memorial monument on the huge battlefield and nothing significant But

by dropping the headstones to ground level in 1934 and adding interior arbor

vitae and trees to the grave section the Soldiers National Monument was given

physical significance while denying any physical significance whatsoever to the

soldiers graves The whole raison detre for the National Cemetery was trans

ferred under the National Park Service from fitting final resting place for

Gettysburg casualties to memorial park to Lincolns Gettysburg Address The

interpretation was assisted by the Lincoln Speech Memorial speakers rostrum

and deemphasis on the Civil War graves The monumental attractions also included

the immense New York monumentan uncalled-for distraction from the simplicity

of the National Cemeteryand regimental markers and monuments interpretive
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exhibits competing headstones from other wars and time periods and even identify

ing markers for the varieties of trees

As result cyclical maintenance of National Cemetery structures has been

sacrificed to the expediencies of keeping up this memorial park appearance

Lawns are kept immaculate and well trimmed trees are attended annually by tree

surgeons roadways are well paved and plowed in winter The views from the auto

and bus have been upgraded so that they are really better than the pedestrian

has The visitor who wants to experience the simple grandeur of this hallowed

ground is punished for his efforts On examination the stone enclosing wall

is seen to be crumbling even threatening this poor pedestrian by momentarily

crushing him if it collapses The iron fencing alas is rusted through and

pitted and its roughness hurts his hand when he pauses to touch it The head

stones are barely readable their legends wearing away and covered with mown grass

The marble stones of the unknown section are chipped by mowers and disrupted by

tree roots and sod

The worse insult our walking visitor must bear though is the climax of

National Park Service inattention and misinterpretation By forsaking the idea

of national cemetery in favor of Gettysburg Address and Lincoln Memorial Park

we have inflicted upon Gettysburg National Cemetery what other Civil Warrelated

national cemeteries do not have to bearcontinual vehicular traffic The Parks

absorption in the Gettysburg Address is transmitted by rangers guides and

exhibits alike and the sum total of our fixation resides in the Soldiers

National Monument as the purported site of the Gettysburg Address

The monument no longer stands to the memory of the fallen soldiers but we

insist on misinterpreting the monument as memorial to the site of Lincolns

immortal Gettysburg Address It is now no longer enough for the monument to

symbolize Columbia paying tribute to her sons who fell in battle but we feel
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compelled to alter its purpose by pinning it down as the exact site where Lincoln

stood to deliver his dedicatory address on November 19 1863

And while our pedestrian looks at the Soldiers National Monument9 he will

undoubtedly have bus or auto idling nearby while visitors are told about Lincoln

standing where the monument is But the marble figures disfigured and discolored

most probably by the effects of the pollutants transmitted by the vehicular

traffic on the monument are not portrayals of Lincoln or characters out of the

Gettysburg Address They are the genius of Liberty History War Plenty and

Peace Each figure is representational while the whole monument tells about the

Union soldiers hopes during the Civil War Union infantryman represents War

and he tells the story of his deeds to seated woman scribe History whom he

hopes will remember his sacrificies and hardships The end result of the war

according to the soldiers hopes was not death reconstruction or revenge but

nation returned to Peace and able to pursue its peaceful labors to restore the

nation to Plenty And above it all resting on the firm foundation of the states

themselves is Liberty more important to the soldiers and the nation than the

other four combined Reminiscent of Patrick Henrys famous Is life so dear or

peace so sweet as to be purchased at the price of chains and slavery We dare

not speak of such noble sentiments anymore since they might embarrass the

visitor but reduce the monument to little more than Victorian conversation

piece marking the much less important site of Lincolns two feet if indeed it does

90Name virtually unknown by Gettysburg area residents and visitors who may
refer to it variously as National Monument Speech Monument Gettysburg Address

Monument etc
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The end result is that vehicles drive through the cemetery pausing briefly

to hear about Lincoln what he said where he is supposed to have said it and

receive momentary impression of tall monuments quaint rostrums Lincoln short

grass and garden of tree varieties The enclosures of course are secondary

to the visitor because they are virtually obscured by vegetative growth and are

only seen at distance as the vehicle tolls along On top of it all the

cemetery loses its meaning and the poor soldiers who hoped History would remem

ber them lie in intentionally obscured graves

One need only visit Mtietam National Cemetery as comparable site to see

the glaring differences between the two cemeteries Antietam has removed the

original horsedrawn carriage avenues and has barred vehicular traffic altogether

from the cemetery The entranceway is immaculate with its ornaments still gilded

regularly while the fencing both iron and limestone is well cared for The

enclosures and entrance invite the visitor to disembark his vehicle and walk

through the cemetery grounds The experience is one of simple grandeur and

not rushed conglomerate All painting and repointing of the enclosures there

are cyclical yet and the condition of the gateway is so much like new that the

original gates are still hanging with the foundrys name still legible thereon

Antietam National Cemetery has no special claim to fame as site of world

famous speech yet the cemetery itself is more striking to the visitor than

Gettysburgs because it is properly maintained properly interpreted and proper

ly visited

If the National Park Service intends to perpetuate its present Memorial

Park interpretation of the cemetery and continue vehicular traffic it would be

advisable and economical to simply remove the substantial enclosures altogether

and replace them with an easily maintained chainlink fence After all the
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enclosures were not erected by the Soldiers National Cemetery corporation to

safeguard the grounds or to keep people out They were erected for two reasons

onlyto-define the boundaries and to augnmnt the landscape architecture If

we are willing to sacrifice Saunders landscaping plans we should not cringe

at the thought of removing the enclosures What is the difference between

neglectfully destroying the landscaped fencing and tearing it all down If the

National Park Service is to regain any of its selfesteem as far as the Gettys

burg National Cemetery is concerned it must commit itself to not only restora

tion of the fencing and landscaping and their subsequent cyclical maintenance

but to truthful interpretation of the cemetery
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Adams Sentinel
Microfilm copies of this newspaper published in Gettysburg Pa are

available at the GNNP library In many instances the newspaper accounts

are the only notice of events within the cemetery or they provide more

data than that found in park records

Gettysburg Compiler
Microfilm copies of this newspaper published in Gettysburg Pé are

available at the GNMI library In many instances the newspaper accounts

are the only notice of events within the cemetery or they provide more

data than that found in park records

History of Cumberland and Adams Counties Pa Chicago 1886

Pretwentieth century history of the county with tax tables census

accounts and minibiographies on some individuals

King Louis The Gettysburg National Cemetery Gettysburg Pa An Exposi
tion of Emergency Conservation Work Projects n.d GNMP vertical files

This report of CCC and ECW work projects in the National Cemetery after

the National Park Service took over are the only park records available

showing the changes and improvements made by the new administrators

Accompanying photographs are more descriptive than the text itself

Landscape Gardening Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture for the Year

1869 Washington 1870

This unauthored article that is the author is not formally recognized
is classic of the governments attitude toward formal landscape gardening

during the midnineteenth century It is fairly certain that this document

was written by William Saunders since he was the Department of Agricultures
Landscape Gardener at the time It is most revealing as an insight into

Saunders philosophy and the reasons behind many of the landscaping ideas

submitted by him in the plan of the Soldiers National Cemetery

Letter from Secretary of War Communicating Report of Inspector of National

Cemeteries 18701871 Senate Exec Doc No 79 42nd Cong 2nd Sess
This report is especially important since it describes the physical

improvements made at the cemetery during time when the War Department

was interested in acquiring it

Letter from Secretary of War Communicating Report of Inspector of National

Cemeteries for the Year 1874 Senate Exec Doc No 28 43rd Congress
2nd Sess Washington 1875
This report is similar to the one above but describes the cemetery in

the early years of the armys administration



Letters Received GNMP library
This is handwritten journal kept by the Cemetery Superintendent
recording the letter received primarily from the quartermasters depart
ment These together with the Letters Sent are primary sources for inf or
mation concerning development in the National Cemetery during the War

Department years The reports are seldom detailed but they are the only

indicators we have of those years and are certainly more substantial than

those kept during Park Service years

Letters Sent GNMP library
This is handwritten journal kept by the Cemetery Superintendent
recording the letters sent out to the quartermasters department These
together with the Letters Received are primary sources for information

concerning development in the National Cemetery during the War Department

years The reports are seldom detailed but they are the only indicators

we have of those years and are certainly more substantial than those kept

during Park Service years

Minutes of the Gettysburg Battlefield Memorial Association GNHP library
This is handwritten minutebook of the proceedings of the irregularly

held meetings of the GBMA and are the only record of the earliest years
of the Gettysburg battlefield as park

Minutes of the Proceedings of the Evergreen Cemetery Association Office of

the Evergreen Cemetery
This is handwritten journal of the secretary of the Evergreen Cemetery

Association and its entries start from the inception of the cemetery in

1853 The Civil War years are especially helpful in understanding the

relationship between this and the National Cemetery

Monthly Reports GNMP library
This is handwritten book recording the duplicates of the monthly

standardized reports submitted by the cemetery superintendents to the

quartermasters department It is primarily concerned with the improvements
in the cemetery and reporting their condition to the quartermaster

Revised Report of the Select Committee relative to the Soldiers National Cemetery

Harrisburg 1865.
This book published by the State of Pa describes the development of the

cemetery including Act of Incorporation reports of David Wills William

Saunders and those responsible for laying out the grounds and burying the

dead

Saunders William Memoirs GNIP vertical files
This is photocopy of Saunders handwritten memoirs of his years with the

Department of Agriculture with reminiscence of his involvement with the

development of the National Cemetery and his later reactions to its improve
ments



Superintendents Monthly Reports CNN library
These narrative reports were submitted by the Superintendent of CNN and

the National Cemetery on monthly basis and include statements as to

improvements construction visitation etc They include those years from

April 19341945

Tilberg Frederick History Cemetery Survey Report June 24 1958 CNN
vertical files
This narrative report of the history of the cemetery up to 1958 was the

first attempt to draw together data on the cemetery but it failed to

draw on the reports of the cemetery superintendents and contains errors

as to dates of construction etc

Census for 1860 Cettysburg Borough Adams County Pennsylvania
Census listing of area residents indicating occupations used for locating
available masons in the borough during the decade the work progressed in

the National Cemetery

Weekly Summary CNN files
This early version of the parks newsletter Cannons Roar is filled

with newsy items and is the only record now available for the park

history of the 1960s and early 1970s since other records have been

disposed of

Wills David Correspondence CNN vertical files
These include negative photocopies of letters relating to the early origins
of the National Cemetery with letters from David McConaughy and David

Wills to Covernor Curtin Primarily deals with the land acquisition for the

cemetery adjacent to the Evergreen Cemetery and is vital to understanding
how the relationship between NcConaughy and Wills shaped the physical
boundaries and site of the National Cemetery

Once again this writer would like to make plea that the parks at least this

one pick up the idea again of the monthly narrative reports Anyone

attempting to write an administrative history of the Park or Cemetery will

be subjected to fits because of the absolute inadequacy and dearth of the
records for the years from 19451978 It is easier to discover what changes
were made or what work was done to Park/Cemetery resources in 18917 than 1967
This policy reflects the whole attitude of Park Service administration day
today maintenance operations Are we afraid to keep historical records
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation

IN REPLY REFER TO Jerpers Ferry Wnt Virginia

1130 Septerber 30 1969

Yernorandum

To rr Thomas Crellin Branch of Restorations

Division of Architecture
Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation

Fran Architect Franzen Harpers Ferry

Subject Petnedial Eaintenance Work Gettysburg

Of approximately eighty historic stiuctures located at Gettysburg

Eational Eilitary Park there are three structures and wall that

are scheduled for maintenance repairs in the near future The
Leister Barn and Drian Barn will need sor..e rasonry and carpentry

repairs estin.ated at 3300000 each

The treillage of the Jostrunt in the Cemetery has been previously
restored but masonry platform b3se requires extensive stabilization

arid repairs From studies rade at the tthe of the earlier work it

was found that the r-asonry work required would arourtt to U000000

Pfter reviewing the above work an inspection was made of the north
west wall of the National Cemetery The attached sketch delineates

the condition of this wall There is roughly 850875 feet of this

wall of which approximately 225 feet needs diswnntling and rebuilding
It is apparent that there has been later repointina of the wall

using rortar nix er..ploying cer.ent This has failed to adhere to the

granite facing stones and can be rcndily picked front the joints by hand

in r.any places Water has found its way through the joints and has

eroced the clay iratrix of the interior cavity stone fill thus releasing

the back support of the facing At such points the facing stones have

sur4ken and where the interior fill has fallen within the cavity it has

st-iolicn fron frost action causing the wall to bulge

For that portion of the wall that requires rebuilding it will be

necessary to carefully remove the granite coping stones These are of

varying lengths and are fastened end to end at each joint by two

wrought iron cramps The crazrj-s are set in sulphur and virtually all



are badly rusted1 New cramps should be provided in all cases

The balance
It would be

wall is not

It is estimated that rebuilding 225 feet of the wailiill that about

fll25000 To repoint the balance of the wall would cost 2650000
Pewoving the existing cramps and replacing them with new ones would

cost Z3000.00 In discussing this with Superintendent Emery he was

of the opinion that work on the wall might possibly be included with
other cemetery road and landscaping work now being programmed for

construction

of the wall should have the joints raked and repointed
well to consider erploying intrusion cyrouting where the

dismantled This would stabilize it core

cc
Superintendent Emery

Er Askins

W.Franzen
Architect

-.
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AN ACT .y
TO INCOEPOBATE TEE SOLDIERS NATiONAL CENETBBL

Wnntns The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has puithased êitnteen

aozs rff.land on Cemetery Hill on the Gettysburg battle field in the eouxiy

of Adams for Cemetery for the burial of the remains of the soldiers who

fell in the battle of Gettysburg and the skirmishes incident thereto in.de

fence of the Union or died thereafter from wounds receivçd in that battle

and the skirmishes therefore

SEcxrroN Be it enacted by the Bànatp and Eou.se Bepreseuto.twetof

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in General Assembly met and it is herely

enacted by the authority of the tame That the titles to the said lands par
thased as Eet forth in the foiegoing preamble are hereby ratified and

finned and shall vest and remain in said Commonwealth in fee simple In

trust for all the Statá having soldiers buried in said grounds and the said

grounds shall be devoted in perpetuity to the purpose for which they were

purchased namely for the burial and place of final rest of the remains of

the soldiers who fell in defence of the Unfon in the battle of Gettysburg

siso the remains of the soldiers.whofell at other points north of..tbe

Potomac river in the severafencounters with the enemy duripg the invasion

of Lst in the summer of one thousand eight hundred and sixty-threeor

died thereaftr in consequence of wounds received in said battle and daring

saidinvaaion

SPcnoN That Nonurs of the State of Maine of

the State of New Hampshire PAlm DUnNGUAM of the State of Vermont

HENRY EDwnDs of.the State of Massachusetts JoaN BaTriErr of the

State of Rhode Island ALrnaD Con of the State of Connecticut Enwssn

Coonaof the State Newton.- ofthe StatDpf.ew
Jersey DAVID Wins of the State of Pennsylvania Bnjsrzr Dhioan qf

the State of Maryland JoaN Lssratrat of the State of Delaware n.j

qfthe State of Wst Virginia Goanos Lonarm of the State of Ohio

Joai TiPthN8ON of the State of Indiana Ciax Can of the Stâte.of

flhinois Sznsox of the State of Wisconsin Tnost.s Wmn Pxaar
of the State of Michigan of the State of Mlnnespta being

one Commissioner from each State having soldiers buried lii said Qemetdry

be and they and their successors are hereby created body politic inhw

.y under the name style and title of the Sorsuxias NaTIoNAL Cnzxrkar nd by

..
1-
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that name styli andtitle shall have perpetual suecesslon and be ableanil

capable in law to have and use common seal to sue and be sued plqad

and be iiipleaded in all courts of law and equity and to do all such.othei

things as are incident to corporation

SEcTIoN The care and management of the rounds referred to in tbe

preamble and first section of this act are hereby entrusted solely to the

commissioners named in the second section of the same and those hereaftet

appointed to represent the States therein named and their successors Ix

office the said commissioners shall constitute board of managersj whose

duty it shall be out of funds that may be in the hands of the treasurer

of the corporation by State appropriations or otherwise to remove the

remains of all the soldiers referred to in the first section of this actthst

.have not already been removed to the Cemetery and have them properly

Interred therein and also to lay out fence and ornamentto divide and

arrange into suitable plots and hurial lots establish carriage-ways avenue

and foot-ways erect buildings and monument or monuments and suitable

marks tb designate the graves and generally to do all other thingà in ththr

judgment necessary and propèrto be done toadapt the ground and premises

to the uses for which it has been iiurchased and set apart

SzarIoN The business of the corporation shall be conducted by tb.e

commissioners aforesaid and their successors in office the said commls

sioners shall meet within sixty days after the passage of this act and organ-
izé by electing one of .their number president they shall LIso appoint

secretary and treasarer.and shall have power to employ such other officers

and agents as may be nedful they shall require of the treasurer to enter

into bonds to the corporation in double the probable amount of thoney

that may be jn his hands at any one time during his term of office with two

or more sufficient sureties conditioned for the faithful discharge of his

duties and the correct accounting for and paying over cf the mdney wlich
.said bond or bonds shall be approved by the cout of common pleas of

Adams county and recorded in the office of the recorder of deeds In and for

said county the term of office ofthe officers of the .board of commission-

era aforesaid shall
expiren

the first day of January of eaoh and every
jear or aé doon thereafter as their successors may be duly ciosen and quail-

fled toact

Sxonoa At the first theeting of the commissioñörs heretofore named
the slallbe divided by lot into three blasses and the term of offieoftS

first class shall expire on the first day of January Anno Domini one thom
thand eight hundred and sixty-five the seeohd class on the first day of Jim

uary Anno Domini one thousand pight hundrd and sixty-six and the third

1ass onthe first day of January Anno Domini one thousand eight hundred

and sixty-seen the vacancies thus occurring shall be filled by the Oov
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etnursof.the States which the said commissioners rejresented and the per-
eons thnsappointed to fill such vacancies shall bold their office as commis-
Moners aforesaid for the term three yers. In case of the heglect àr

failure of the Governr of any State having burial lots in the Cemetery
to fill such vacancy the board of commissioners may supply the place by

appointing citizen of the particular State which is not represented in thefl

board by reason of such vacancy any vacancies not yet filled-or hèreafteê

occurring in the board of commissioners by death resignation or other

wise shall be -filled by appointment for the unexpired termbythe ov-
nor of the State which the person represented or in case of failure by
such Governoi to make said appointment then the place shill be snpplied

last above indicated uch other States of the Union not having burial

lots in said Cemetery.but that may at any time hereafter desire to be re

presented this.corporatioii shall have the privilege of nominating Com-
xnissionei to represeut them severally in the board of ommissioners and

thereafter pay their proportionate share of the expense of maintaining said

Cemetery .-. ..

onoN The board ot commissioners sball annually at the end of

each fisctil year make report of the condition and managementof the

Cemetery which report shall contain detailed statement of the receipts
.1

id expenditures of the corporation and coiy thereof shall be foiwarded

to the Governor of each State represented in the corporaüon The expenses

inddent.to the removal of the dead the enclosing and ornamenting th

Cemetery and all the worr connected therewith and its future maintenanoe

ctail be apportioned among the States connecting themselves with the cor-
jwation according to their population as indicated by their representation

in the Honse of Representativei of the United States

SEonoN The board of commissioners shill adopt such by-laws rules

n4 regulations as they may deem necessary for their meetings and gov
crnment and for the government of their officers agents and employees -i

wd for the care and protection of the èemetery grounds and the property

the corporation Provided Said by-law rules and regulations be nit

Thunsistent with the Constitution and laws of the United States the Com-T

itntion and laws of the Commonwalth of Pennsylvania and this .act

incorporation

Sxcnozi The board of commissioners shall have no power to appropri-

ate any of the funds of the corporation aó compensation for their serviee

commissioners

SSOTION the grounds and property of said Cemetery shall be forver

free from the levy of any State county or municipal taxes and the Coiii

nocwealth of Pennsylvania hereby releases and exempts the corporation

created by this act of Assembly from the payment of any enrolment tax or

--
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any tax or taxes whatever that might be imposed by existing laws all

the lawrof this Cdmmonwealth now in force or which may hereafter1

enacted for the protection of éemeterieR hurial grounds and places of sepuir

ture shall apply with full force and effect to the SoLDIERs NATI0N.a CXMS

TERY hercby incorporated immediately from and after tho passage of thin

act

.Szunorr 10 The corporation of the SoLnIzas NATI0Na CEMETERY shall

have power to receive appropriations from the United States and from the

State Legislatires and also devises and bequests gifts annnitie and all

other kinds of property real and personM for the purposes of the burial of

the dead enclosing and ornamenting thegiounds and maintainingthe same
and ercting moment or monurnents therein

HENRY JOHNSON
Speaker of the Eouee of Representat

JOHN PENNEY
-1

Speaker of the Senata

APPROvEDThe twenty-fifth day of March Anno Donini one thousand

.ght lundred an sixty-four.. ...

CURTIN
I.

.. .. ... ..-

r. C.t.t

.-
rt .i .....

II

II
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branch of this work which cannot be ignored is the collectioij offresh facts illustrating the comparative economy of rural Processes and
Industries and the record experiments tending to elucidate disputedpoints in farm practice Scientific farmers agricultural societies industrial colleges and the Department of Agriculture furnish every yearnow material for such record and the attempt to present approximateestimates of the current crop productions of tlic country opens constantlyidening field of labor

The scientific sections of this work embracing agricultural chemistrybotany entomology and other branches of natural history to whichfarmers are looking fo advances upon the discoveries of Liehig piacheal Instruction upon the flora of America and of the world and themeans of saving millions now given up to insect
depredations have

facilities for efficient and valuable labor the results of which given tothe publio in these reports it is hoped will year by year prove of increas
ing interest and value

In accordance with these views and aims so far as developed and
wrought out with yet imperfect facilities the accompanying articles are
presented They are not merely the work of on man or of sbveral
working in official cloisters but the embedinient of the freshest viewsof thousands in conimnnicalion with the Department_among them those
recognized as foremost in knowledge and practice of some specialty orinterestand as such worth far more than the essay of single indi
vidual with its limited field of observation tendency to display of
personal egotism habit of bestridiug favorite hobby and too often
pecuniary axe to sharpen Besides the essay in our former experience hasbeen almost invariably and generally from necessity retrospect merecoin pilation flew use of old material it usually lds little to the stockof facts and experiences of practical agriculture Such reiteration is
useful and necessary in newspaper it should not be the staple and
substance of an official report While original facts and results hou1d
mainly constitute the matter of official publications there are subjectsof present inteiest net new in themselves but freshly and urgently pressing themselves upon public attention which shoulcl.be- examined retro
spectively but with constant reference to their points of immediate
value and practical bearing upon industry and production In this
connection reference may be made to articles relative to tea culturekmeriean sumac the opium poppy the cranberry interest the results of
steam-plow invention and steam culture aud the sugar-beet enterpriseProminent among the subjects presentink the facts and progressiveindications of the year are those eollatingreeent farm experiments classi
lying new agricultural patents distilling the spirit of the State reports of
agrien.l tare recording the current history of industrial

colleges com
piling recent laws concerning farm stock mapping out the location ofmineral trtilizers of the MississippiValley7 and pointing out the resourcesof the gitt tnounttin section of the continent. These and similarpreseutations will illustrate though they may fail fully to realize the aim
and ol.ject of the miscellaneous portions of the annual report of agriculture If future observations continue to be conducted in this spiritthe ultimate results will be valuable and instructive in high and eumu
lative degree

DODGE
Hen hoRAcE CAnoN ommisione Edit of Reports

LANDSCAPE GARDENING

Landscape gaidening is comprehensive art combining the genius of

the landscape painter with the art of the practical gardener the exact

knowledge of the engineer with the poetical imagination of the artist

The professor of this art should also possess competent knowledge of

the general principles of botany architecture geology hydraulics hy
drostatics mechanics laws of heat and ventilation pomology and

veuetable physiology This may seem rather formidable array of ne
quirements but in the multifarious details of selecting and arranging the

style and lpeation of rural residences and their accompanying domestie

auxiliary structures the drainage of lands the location and con strue

tion of roads the preparation of garden sites and the erection of horti

cultural buil3ings the decoration of grounds for the purposes of beau

tifyinq and enriching the surroundings of rural homesteads the more
ambitious suburban villas and publie buildings of every description
and the artistic disposition of arborescent growths so as to produce the

most varied yet distinct beauties of which the scenery is susceptible
necessitate knowledge more or less intimate and extensive with these
as well as with other branches of science

During the last twenty years much attention has been given to land

scape gardening both in th laying out of private grounds and in the

design and construction of public parks Some of the latter are descry-

ing of the highest commendation both in design and execution and have

been the means of instructing and familiarizing the public with the ea

pabiities and beauties of the art and in educating the popular taste to

an appreciation of the development of rural improvements and their

beneficial effects upon the moral and physical condition of society
It cannot be too forcibly urged upon the attention of Chose who are

intrusted with educational institutions that one of the most certain means
of encouraging desire for studies innatural history and forming correct

principles of taste in young minds is that of landscape embellishment of

school-house and college grounds This has become one of the greatest

wants in existing systems of education and caanot lend remain neg
lected

It Is not.proposed to offer treatise on landsen.pe gardening but rather

to allude Briefly to some of the mere prominent points and subjects that

will naturally arise for consideration in the location of residences and

public buildings and in the arrangement of the principal accessories

and the execution of various dtails connected with rural improvements

GARDENrNG AND OtVILIZATION

Gardens are of the niest remotb antiquity Our first pfreiits were

placed in garden and the writings of the oldest historians .itnU poets

contain various descriptions and traditions concerning the extraordinai-y

beauty of the gardens History proves that taste for gardening has

kept pace with the progress of civilization and that it has always ex
erted powerful influence upon the passions a4 feelings of mankind
Much of the decorative beaqty of architecture has resulted from the study

of the beautiful combinations and graceful lines of the vegetabhc king
dom Two thousand years befQre the Christian era Lydia was limed 1kw

its gardens The gardens of Babylon are traditionally ranked among
the greatest successful combinations of skill and wealth The Persian

kings were very partial to gardens which were gmltiyated us much for
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their beauty as for their fruit and even in gardens of limited extent the

trees re arranged in regular lines and figures and the walks bordered

with tufts of roses violets and other odoriferous plants The Greeks

copied from the Persians both in their gardening and their ardhitecture

Epicurus took great delight in his garden and there taught his philoso

phy The Greeks excelled in arehitecturo more than in gardening

although public park or garden was planted by Cimon the general at

Athens furnished with streams of water and planted with shady groves
with gydinasia and places for exercise They had ilower markets which

were well patronized and learned or distinguished men wore crowns of

flowers and successful warriors were decorated with wreaths and gar
lands Their gardeu decorations partookiargely of statuary ahd other

architectural appendages
The Itoinans devoted much of their wealth to the adornment of their

gardens and pleasure parks Lncullus seems to have had large ideas of

magnificent expenditures in thin direction being represented as having

suniptnôus villas in different parts of Italy so that he could enjoy an

agreeable climate every mouth in the year Cicero had fine plantations

at his Arpinum villa Sallust who made fortune in the government of

Numidia devoted largely of his means to the laying out of gardens
which were for long period the pride of Rome Plinys villa appears
to have been laid out with more taste and less of ostentatious display

than some Others since the pastoral beauty of his grounds are highly

praised It is apparent however that the principal features of orna
mentation were derived from vases fountains and similar works of art

that bore the semblance of wealth and were at once objects that con

veyed impressions of grandeur and magnificence rather than to wait

patiently for effects to be produced by artificial plantations which re

quired time for their development and higher appreciative taste for

their enjoyment
The Romans also devoted much attention to culinary vegetation and

carried their knowledge of science and the arts into such.couutries as

they colonized so that great degree of wealth and enlightened pros

perity accompanied their footsteps to an extent that the world has rarely

seen equaled
With the reign of the emperors commenced the decline of the empire

The reign of barbarism was triumphant and the finest palaces country

hOuses and gardens were destroyed For five centuries the monks were

almost the only class who cultivated gardens and kept alive the cultUre

of fruits vegetables flowers and medicinal herbs during the dark ages
To them we are indebted for preserving and handing down the arts of

gardening and architecture

It was not until the middle of the flftepnth century that the arts of

peace and commerce were so prosperous as to awaken love for the fiue

arts and the examples of former grandeur that still remained7 together

with traditions of ancient magnificence stirred up desire of imitation

and Italian gardening attained perfection and standing that are still

recognized and distinguished among rural improvements

5TY1 OF LANDSCAPE GAIiDENU4G

There are two very distinct modes of laying out grounds known as

the geometrical and the naturaL Various terms have been used from

timno to time by descriptive writers On tltse subjects to designate styles

but they are all easily referred to one or the other of these modes Under
the geometrical may be placed the formal Roman architectural aiid

ancient as well as the Italian French and Dutch varieties of this b-Gyle
Under the natural we may in similar manner place the gardcuesque
modern irregular English and graceful

third style is commonly included but has never been very success

fully defined either practically or hypothetically that is the picturesque
The former two are sufficiently comprehensive for the present purpose

TIlE GEOMETRICAL STYLE

In the earliör ages of the world the possessor of wealth exhibited his
riches by surrounding his residence with such improvements as were
most distinctive from the common scenery of the country Hence gardens
were ornamented with ballustraded terraces of massive masonry mag
nificent flights of step elaborately decorated arcades costly fountains
architectural grottoes and lofty clipped hedges arranged with niches
and recesses for the display of statuary His less wealthy neighbor con
tented himself by substituting sloped grass bank for the stone terrace
shaped hig small lake in square or circular form and clipped his trees

and shrubs into fantastic shapes aiming at ostentation without regard
either to propriety or good taste

Such style is well fitted for immediately producing startling if not

grand effects and during early stages of society and in countries abound
ing with the irregular and natural forms of uncultivated scenery distinc

tipn is at Once imparted by introducing perfectly level or regularly

sloping surfaces of gound bees planted at uniform distances apart
and lakes or ponds bounded by geometrical lines so as to leave no chance
of mistaking any portion of the scene as having been the result of un
assisted natural arraugement but unmistakably to convey the impression
of display of wealth and refinement and to indicate ownership by dis

tinguishing the country residence from the natural uninclosed rude

scenery of the neighborhood
In the strictly geometrical style everything is architecturally accurate

in its lines perfect- symmetry pervades the whole and all parts are

equally balanced Statuary of all kinds fountains steps ballusters

and pediments broad walks straight planted avenues formal shaped
flower beds and clipped plants all belong to this species of garden and
landscape decoration

TIlE NATURAL STYLE

In the geometrical style the hand of the artist is evident in every
detail but in the natural style artificial interference is iot so conspicu
ously apparent In the dispositipn of the material used for the develop
meut of landscapeMews and scenic effects there is nothing so far as

general impressions are couCerne5l to indicate where the hand of the im
prover has een operatiág or anything appearing beyond natural pro
duction or what mayhave been iudigcrious to the locality sir natural
beauties are carefully preserved so far as is consistent with objects of

use or conyenience and the element of utility enters more largely per
haps into our ideas of the beautiful in this than in the geometrical style

tud hile there is no desire to avoid the appearance of art in operative
details it is not rendered obtrusive and the effects vrodueed need not

suggest the idea of painful and laborious operations
The perception of the beautiful ought to be the first impression and

not that of the art by which it has been produced The beauties of

nature are imitated in the disposition of trees and shrubs and so far as
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general scenic effect is concerned the arrangement might be taken for
natural group yet closer examination of details will lead td the dis

covery that the plants employed are not indigenous to the locality and
thus art and design will be recognized So also in district where ever
green trees do not exist in the surrounding natural woods their intro
duction in the scenery will at once convey the impression of an artificial

plantation so far as regards the materials of which it is composed
While therefore the general effects produced in this style are similar
to those with which we are familiar in natural scenery the details are
dictated by convenience utility and adaptability to the end in view

neglected foot-path seen in the distance curving gracefully around
the sides of hill or on the banks of stream now embracing thicket
of trees and undergrowth and lost in maze of tangled vines then

ethergingand tracing its course across.the meadow alternately widening
and narrowing and at times altogether lost in the massive foliage of

grasses and other natural growths is what might truly be termed natural

path Let it be trimmed and widened however its surface neatly ad
justed and covered with gravel its curves well defined and its sides

made perfectly parallel and it will have lost much of its beauty as
natural woodland path although the contiguous scenery has not been

disturbed nor in any deree impaired it is nOw invested with the

beauty of utility and however much we may have admired it in its

original condition yet for comfort as dry and convenient walk we
greatly prefer its improved condition and in addition to the charms
associated with its position it has those of adatabffity and fitness to
the end in view

CHOOSING LOOATION FOR BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

In choosing location one of the first considerationsis that of access to

and egress from
city2

and if daily intercourse is contemplated it becomes

question of special interest The-tim trouble and expense of travel

on bad roads are severe tax upon country pleasures drive of half

an hour on hard road during fine summer evening is recreative

pleasure which may not be appreciated when an hour and ha1f are spent
on the same distance during stormy winter morning good road

dy weather may become very indifferent alter rains and be impassable
for three-fourths of the year

In these days of railroads and steamboats it is diffidult to indicate

what might be considered convenient distance from city. Upon
well managed railroad distance of twenty miles may be more

accessible than two miles upon common road Proximity to railroad

station ivili always secure certainty of convenient transit even allow

ing the distance to be within an easy carriage drive This facility should

not be overlooked when it can be secured

Ucalthincss of locality is of paramonnt importance Low flat lands

are generally damp and cold and should never be selected for the habi
tation either Of man or beast if there is any choice in the matter Val
leys or even slight depressions are equally unsuitable The air after

sunset is always dense in such places dews are heavier and more fre

quent and as consequence frosts are thore prevalent tlanon eleva

tions Fogs are most frequent On low lands Xhe extremes of tempera
ture are also greater especially if surrounded forests which prevent

the free circulation and equalizing influence cf winds Wide and long

valleys between uniform hills are frequently subjected to sweeping blasts

Even the vicinity of such localities ought to be avçnded person

may drain cultivate plant and otherwise improve his own prop and
still be subjected to the injurious influences of nniinprovcd In over
which he has no control.-

An elevated situation is generally healthy Tho extent of prospect it

secures is also an advantage yctitis not well to place too great value
on distant views For permanent residence the exposure of elevations

is disadvhntage Though cool airy and agreeable in summer they
may be bleak chilly and exceedingly uncomfortable during wintei- The
tender and delicate varieties of flowers and shrubbery as well as fruits
and culinary products are less likely to fioqrish when fully exposed to
cold and unbroken winds

SEIOTIRG BtJUJD SITE

This is too commonly settled by selecting the highest point of the

ground but not alwayu wisely modern house set up on sharp knoll

has an isolated appearance which is not readily altered or improved by
trdes and it is with difficulty approached by roads if the grounds slope

uddcnly from it

somewhat level plateau partially surrounded by higher ground
forms good position for dwelling-honsc The ground should NI
from it in all directions more rajiidly in front than back where the dc
scent may be merely sufficient for drainage Back of the house posi
tions should be selected for the vegetable garden stables and other

buildings such as greenhouses and graperies all of which will be shel
-- tered and protected by the higher ground beyond

-- The nature of the soil should receive attention in selecting spot for
house Clay soils are retentive of water and even when artificially

drained the surface is disagreeable after rains Clay in contact with
.foundatioii walls keeps them damp and cold The expansion of clay
when wet and Shrinkage when dry unfit is lot asafo foundation If

every other condition is secured in
site1

art can do much toward ame
liorating the physical qualities of the sod but for all the purposes of
human comfort and enjoyment in the immediate vicinity of house
light7 openporous soil is decidedly the best

It is always desirable to secure the beauty and utility of natural

plantation but to select site for mansion in the center of grove of

old trees with the intention of making them nucleus for future land-

scape effect will generally wove unsatisfactory In natural forests the
trees krow closely together their trunks are lon slender and deati

bite of branches and if thinning is attempted those that are left sal
dom flourish for any length of time If the thinning out is gradual and
the best of the -remaining trees are judiciously prufled they may ulti

mately recover and make satisttory appcarane
Where old trees abound it is difficult to prepare or keep tood lawn

or to introduce new shrubs or flowers The roots of the trees pi-evept

thorough renovation of the soil and the shade of their hrnne1in1nter

leres with the growth of plants There is steady antagonism between
lhe old and the new1 both with regard to individual growth and lead-

seape effect until either the one or the other predominates It is no
matter of doubt or uncertainty but settled question with all who have
any experience in remodeling or adapting old woods or groves to modern
improvements that it is immeasurably better to commence on tree
less naked field as judicious selection and intermixture of fast-grow
ing trees properzy planted in good soil will in very few years serve

Call useful purposes produce .sucbeffects as-are contemplated aritl give
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far more satisfaction than can be derived from the acciclentol position

and growth of natural forests at least so fhr as relates to improvements
iifthe ituinethate vicinity of rural residence

PLAN OP nflLovnrENTs

The grounds being secured and the site fixed upon for th house the

next step is to prepare well-defined working plan of contemplated im
provements and this is of equal importance whether the grounds are

extensive or quite limited. To strike out the rude and simple outlines

of an arrangementfor the various accessories and conveniences of coun
try residence requires mind thoroughly imbued with the principles of

taste and conversant with the application of art to the development of

beauty and although we admit that every individual bcEt knows what
vill meet his ideas of comfort and convenience in the abstract there are

few who can execute all the details or satisfactorily introduce and lit all

the disjointed parts so as to produce complete whole
As it is wisdom on the part of those who are about building lb house

to enlist the services of competent architect so it is essential to con
suit with landscape artist.in the preparation of plan for the improve
ment of the grounds as to what trees to plant and where to plant

them the proper introduction and cOnstruction of roads slid walks
locating and erecting barns stables glass houses and other buildings
selecting and preparing the soil forvegetable and fruit gardens making
lawns and the numerous details that are involved in perfecting all the

indispensable useful and ornamental adjuncts tq suburban house and

grounds
All plans should be as definite Sand simple as possible and not over

loaded with mechanical embellishrients as an nxeess in this respect

generally indicates deficiency in more important particulars They
should be accompanied with ample references where ieh tree and the

most important shrubs should be distinctly named and referred to

numbers on the plan Intelligible reasons should be given for every

thing proposed both with reference to immediate and to future effect
with clear instructions and suggestions with regard .to the operations

proposed and the relative order in which they should be conducted It

may be taken as rule that no proprieor should undertake improve
meats until lie sees clearly the objects and inteation of the design or

plan and if this information cannot be conveyed by inspection and

explanation it is strong presumptive evidence of defect either in the

design or in the explanation or in both
In transferring designs to the ground the most correct and speedy

method is to divide the plan into squares by lines drawn on it in both

directions the side of the square bbing of any length that will best subs

serve the purposes of accuracy Squares of sixty feet for the sides will

be found convenient length but in intricate designs such as those

for flower gardens squares of thirty feet or even shorter may be neces

sary The ground nspace to be operated upon is to be divided into

squares of the same size and stake set firmly at each point of inter

section of the lines and numbered to correspond with the numbers on

the plan .Kstill more distinctive method is to use numbers for one

direction and letters for the other each stake will then be marked with

number and letter The plan and ground being thus pieparcd the

placing of tree or the laying down of walk or any other object can

be executed with the greatest facility it also enables the work to be

commenced at any point and short iraetiee will enable tiny one by

looking at its jiosition in the square on the plan to place tre.. its

relative position in the square on the ground without having recourse

to exact measurements plan cathfully prepared with references and

accurate as to scale may thus be transferred to the ground by any per

son capable of reading letters and figures

ARRANGEMENT OP 0TJTBUU4DINGS STABLES ETC

Tho selection of sites for the various buildings required near country

or suburban residence is second in importance only to the selection of

site for the mansion Cpnvenleace dictates that ese buildings should

be as near the house as is practically consistent.ith their objects and

character The dwelling-house will of course occupy the best and most

advantageous position and its superior size and style of architecture

will always be such as to render all other necessary structures of sec

ondary and subordinate appearçtnce Such buildings as stables and ice-

houses are so obviously necessary to domestic comfort that their presence

is not only expected but their absence conveys an impression of poverty

orineompleteuess altogethf3r ineonsiflent with our ideas of what country

home should be
Instead therefore of endeavoring to entirely conceal these offices by

plantations and by other expedints as is frequently advised they should

be located on the most eligible sites and display in their architectural

details and ornaments an expression of the purposes for which they are

inteudeçl.and be.judieionsly exposed to view without rendering conspic

uous the operations necessarily connected with the structure

The best location for these buildings will be governed to some extent

by local eireumstanes but where there are tie grades views or other

exceptional features tc interfere with the selection point in north

east direction from the house will oombine the greatest number of ad

vantages
While the stables and other farm buildings should not be entirely

hidden from view at certain points at the same time it will be obvious

that due amount of privacy in and about the buildings themselves as

well as in the line of view from the dwelling-house will be essential and

can readily be effected by the introduction of trees and shrubs at the

points indicated

LAYING OCT ROADS AND WALKS

The guiding principle in designing the position of roads and walksift

jitffity Nature forms no roads TAQY are the works of men and ank

jjtnd would undoubtedly always proceed in straight lines from point

to point if obstructions of various kinds did not interfere and cause

deviations Necessity will therefore suggest where and how they should

be introduced Sofar as regards approaches and walks to and from

buildings the object of their introduction is sufficiently apparent buih

in laying out pleasure grounds and lawn fronts it is common practice

to introduce walks lbr the mere purpose of variety This is very

questionable reasow at tjie
best and not always successfully accom

plished but even in cases of this kind they should appear to aim for

some definite oleet or lepAl to points of suffiient iinportaeA to suggest

their utility

-ttuarY roads and walks should be carefully avoided Tley are

expeneiv in their cgngthitiQn if prQperly made and require constant

enflon to keen th ciii clean and in repair Notiing looks so woebegOne

and poverty-stricken us wee4y egleeted .road to -house or.wulks
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through pleasurgrounds or garden They detract much from the

beauty of the surrouncliugsno matter bow elaborate or intrinsically

worthy they may be An over-supply.of .roads and walks is always
serious infliction

The beauty of curved lines sometimes prompts to deviation from the

more available direct course and where it can be done without too eat
sacriflee of utility it is not objectionable But no walk should be turned

from its obvious direct course without air apparently sufficient .reason

change of level in the ground tree or group of plants or other

similarobstruction will induce and seemingly demand change of line

There are many locations where the straight line should be preferred

as matter of taste in design As connecting link between the strictly

horizontal and the perpendicular lines of building and the irregular

surfaces surrounding it perfectly straight walk is in te best taste and
stills greatly to the offec of tile architecture while frequently curving
walk detracts from it So also walk along the side of straight

boundary fence should not curve if both lines are visible at the same
time Most persons are aware of the great beauty of straight walks and
avenues of trees and for public parks of lesser order inclosed by formal

outlines they can always be introduced ivith great cffect.as well as eon

venienee where curving walks would be the reverse In this case beauty

depends upon harmony rather than contrast and more than either upon
utility

When roads or walks are carried over irregular surfhees thb natural

turns and windings necessarr to follow an easy or uniform raae and

keep as near the original surface of the ground as possible will usually

develop plasiug curves little studied attention in this matter of the

course of road will not only increase the beauty of curves by adding
to them the grace of utility but al deep and expensive cuttmgs as

well as heavy embankmeuts will be avoided and easy grades and econ
omical construction be more certainly secured

When it is necessary to branch secondary road from the main line
It should leave the latter at as nearly right angle as convenient and

at the same time be somewhat narrofrer so that its appearance may
convey the proper idea of its being subordinate and so avoid confusion

and mistake otherwise the roads leading to the stable ice house or

garden may be mistaken for the road to the mansion Under no cir

cumstances should walks be made conspicuous in views of natural

scenery If it is essentially necessary that.a walk should cross lawn

where it would interrupt continuity of view and destroy breadth of

.effeet it should be sunk beneath the line of vision by placing it In

slight excavation which may be further assisted by throwing up small
mound on the side nearest the point of view These expedients as also

that of planting thick groups of losygrowing phrubs will be etlective

and satisfactory if properly executed
In laying out curving roads it is not advisable to closely follow gee-

metrical rules or to set the curves out to any regular radius This plau

may occasionally prove perfectly satisfactory on strictly level surface

but it will have quite an opposite effect where the ground is greatly un
dulating The curves to be pleasiifg must be eye.sweetnot too

sudden or abruptand properly blended at their points of junctions

CONSTRUCTION OP ROADS AND WALKS

Very much of personal cdinfqrt and pleasure in rural residences dc
tends unan aood roads smdoth firmdry road is oue of the greatest
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conveniences and enjoyments while rough soft muddy road is one

of the greatest drawbacks ank annoyances of country life Bad roads

form the reatest
obstacles to progress and permanent improvements in

all the neighborhoods that are blasted with their presence they have

demoralizing effect npon the inhabitants and are sure sign either of

poverty or mismanagement or both

Water is the worst enemy to good roads It is therefore leading

priuciple in road.making so to construct them that they may be kept

dry In absence of timely recognition of this principle many costly

roads have proved to be failurei but wher it has had prominent rca

ogpition and its value has been properly appreciated good roads have

been made at trifling expense

After locating the road and marking out its course the sides should

be brought to the proper grade and finished by layer of sod as guide

to further operations In crossing sloping surface it is not necessary

to have both sides perfectly level bht the nearer this can be

with due regard to getting rid of surface water the better it will admit

of neat finish and the more easily will it be kept in repair

The road bed is then formed by excavating and removing the soil to

depth of six inches at the sides curving slightly higher in thecenter

and made perfectly smooth by rolling producing nniforñ surface upon

which the material of the road is to be placbd

The best tone for road metal is tough granite Hard brittle stone is

more readily reduced by pressure but in well-kept road this.diffcrence

is not important It is however all important that the stones should

be broken small The largest should easily pass through two.inch

ring and if one-half of them are small enough to pass through ring

of only one.inch diameter the road cviii ultimately become all the more

compact
The road bed should be filled with this broken stone to level with

the sides increasing in depth toward the center at the rate of one inch

to the yard thus road sixteen feet In width would have depth of

about nine inches in the center The utmost care should be applied to

regulating the surface and the smaller stones should be used on top in

order to secure an even compact carefully-molded grade which should

be compressed by repeatedly passing heavy roller over itS wedging

every stone and making the sufaee almost as smooth and solid as

pavement thin layer not more than one inch in thickness of lIne

clayey gravel should then be evenly distributed over the stones and the

roller again applied until the surfaee becomes homogeneous lirm and

close

Thesurface of the road will thus be higher than the sodded edgings

water will therefore pass readily from it and one of the main points of

keeping good road will be secured This will form.a fIrst-class road

for ordinary carriage drives or for all purposes required in public parks

or private grounds abd1
if kept in good surface by frequent rolling so

as to prevent the forming of ruts while it is settling and if facing of

gravel is applied when necessary it will permanently fulfil all require

ments of good road

The quality of gravel deserves notice Wash gravel consisting only

of saud and rounded pebbles should never be used No amount of

pressure will renderit firm and it is themost disagreeable
material to

walk upon The best gravel is that to be found in banks composed of

pebbles mixed with reddish clay and the stones must be small No

detail in .road-making is of so much importance as this If wagon

wheel or the foot of horse press on one extremity of stone the other
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end of it will probably be slightly raised allowing small particles of

sand to fall into the crevice when the stone is loosened and will roll on

the surface hence the necessity of using only very finely divided stones

on top so that they will be smaller than the pressing point and not

become disarranged from leverage or compound action

Where stone cannot conveniently be obtained the road bed may be

filled with refuse matters of many kinds such as coal ashes clinkers

from furnaces and shells Oyster shells are plentiful in many places

near the seaboard and form an admirable road but the permanency
as well as efficiencyof thee materials in road bed will depend alto

gether npci the care of surfacing with proper gravel. Where it is im

practicable procure or deemed inexpedient to nse any of the fore

going materials an earth road may be rendered very serviceable by

proper attention to the leading principlethat is to keep it dry In

this case instead of excavating road bed -slight eavations should

be male at the sides and the matgrial spread over the center and that

surface water may pass to the sides more rapidly and thoroughly

greater convexity may be given to the curve In some sections of the

conntry good roads are kept up in this manner but they are carefully

repaired whenever necessary and all ruts and tracks are filled up as

soon as they are formed The same general principles apply to -the for

maflon of walks and foot-paths The depth of material however need

not exceed few inches It is certain that much unnecessary expense

is frequently laid -out upon mere foot-walks porous gravelly or

sandy soil is in itself good walk if properly shaped Snch walks

admit of greater convexity than carriage roads which is equivalent to

saving of material Walks should be well filled up There is no

more disagreeable object or one that conveys so meager an expression

as deep raw edgiugs to walk looking as if they had beeu trimmed

with plow Walks in this condition may be servicSble as water-

courses but they are not comfortable foot-paths

PORMATION AI4D MANAGE3fliNT OP LAWiS

fine lawn is the most beautiful of external ornaments Soft i-el-

vety elastic turf smoothly shorn and of fine color is always pleasing

but not always attained Formerly the emernLd lawns of European

pleasure grounds were considered to be unequalled and it wqs thought

that nothing approaching to their beauty could be realized in this cli

mate of scorching suns and summer droughts but it has been demon

strated beyond any doubt that lawns may be produced and maintained

here as fine as those to be found in any country.-

The primary req usite is thorough preparation of the soil Without

this failure is probable but if properly done at the outset success is

certain with subsequent intelligent management First of all good

foundation must be laid by draining and subsoiling treiiching inanur

ing or otherwise loosening and enriching the soil With lnuited lawns

spade-treuching will be at once thorough and permanent but-where

plow and other inmeinents can be used the work maybe executed

mnch more economically and by using the subsoil plow in .eounection

with the common surface turning depth of eighteen inches will be

reached which on- ordinarily good corn-producing lands will be ample

preparation for good lawn Previous to the final plowing heavy

dressing of manure should be applied This should howell decomposefi

more especially if the soil is partially of gravelly or sandy character

The surlitce must be rendered smooth and regular Careful plowing

can accomplish much toward making smooth surface bui wh
the expense may be the finish should be made perfect before s.

the grasses There- are -two seasons for sowingautumn and spring
either of them appropriate and the choice will depend upon cireuiu

stances and is of secondary consideration compared to the preparation
of the laud To et rid of weeds and clean the ground before laying it

down to grass it is commendable practièe to plant it with early pota
toes These if cultivated with ordinary care will soon cover the sur-

face with their leaves and prevent the -growth of weeds and the oper
ation of digging up and removing the crop tends to pulverize and loosen

the soil The potatoes can be removed and grass seed sown by the

middle of August to the jniddle of September and the grasses will

vegetate and cover the surface before frosts top dressing of thinly

sprinkled manure will protect the young plants during the tnterand
good thick-set lawn will be secured early in the following summer
In hard olayey loams where sufficiently eomminuted surface is not

so easily obtained the ground should be prepared in the latter portion

of the year and plowed over so as to leave rough purface to be acted

upon by frost during the winter This will insure friability no.t easily

attainable by mechanical means on tenacious soils The seeds should

be sown as early as can be done in the spring but not until the ground
is dry. Working clayey soil when it is wet is ruinous to the future erpp

In the immediate preparation of the ground before seeding the surface

should be pulverized by the harrow and roller if neceCsary The seed

will be sufficiently covered by passing light harrow or roller over the

ground The former is best in clayey or baking soils and the roller on

light and sandy soils

The best grasses for permanent lawns are red top Agro8tis vulgari8
and June grass Poa prcitensis çrhe following proportions have been

used in the lawns of the Department with great satisfaction one bushel
red top two bushels June grass one quart timothy and two pounds
white clover to each acre of land These should be thoroughly mixed

before sowiug This is heavy seeding but experiments demonstrate

that good lawn can be secured only by seeding heavilywheu sown in

the spring autumn sowing may be thinner but the thick seeding will

be the most satisfactory There is no grass equal to the Juno grass for

fine lawns this is also known as green grass and Kentucky blue grass
The red top also forms good sward where the soil is good and the

summers eomparatively cool and moist but during dry warm weather
it becomes hard and wiry The timothy grass vegetates quickly and

greatly assists the growth of the others The clover is also valuable
in rapidly producing thick àlosp sod

The practice of sowing oats barley or other grains with the grasses
under the impression that they will protect the young plants from sun
and drought is altoget-her wrong as it practically does much more harm
than good The larder growing plants rob the soil of its moisture to

the destruction of the tender and more feebly rooting gfas plants No
such ptoteetion is necessary even were it possible to supply it without

injury With fair preparation of ground and seed nut in as soon as

practicable in tIme spring the lawn will be fit to now in Juno at latest

very successful improver1 especially in the making of lawns sows
down in August and-adds about two pounds of turnip seed- to the acre
The gradual growth of the turnip foliage forms congenial damp shade

for the vegetation and spread of the young grass plants The larger
leaves of the vegetable also protect the grass against injury from the

early frosts -Their gradual decay and ultimate removal are effected be-
Pd
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for the gr Cs are so far advanced as to be burt by continjious shade1
anti thick award is secured befoie winter alight Covering of strawy
mauure will be of advantage to qutumu-sown lawns particularly so if

the soil inclines to be wet and therefore liable to have the young plants
thrown to the surface by the alternate action of freezing mid thawing

heavy roller should be passed over it as early in the spring as the firm-

ness of the soil will adthit in order to tighten the earth around the roots
and press down such plants as have been loosened during the winter

While it is true that fine lawn cannot be produced without good
preparation it is equally true that fine lawn cannot be maintained
without frequent mowing The recent improvements in lawn mowers
leave but little to be desired so far as mowing facilities are concerned
They also roll the lawn at the same time that it is cut which is essen
tial to the most perfect keepiug That which was formerly regarded as

formidable operation is now one of the easiest and the lawn is kept
in good order at less cost than any other portion of the pleasure grounds
One of the best points in the lawn mower is its incapacity for cutting
long grass titus compelling frequent mowing which is the great secret
In keeping superior lawn Mow early and often isthe rule Even on
netly seeded lawns the mower should be at work as soon as the grass
is high enough to out indeed much injury results from procrastination
at this time weeds will gain the aseendency and unequal growths fol
low lawn sown down in April was cut six times before the 1st og
August and had the appearance of an bid thick set sod

Neither in the preparation and formation of lawn nor in its keep
ing in this climate are there any half-way cothproniises The work
must be done thoroughly to begin with and then .timely attention to

cutting all through the growing season will insure satisfactory result
Neither soil nor climate can justly be blamed for poor lawns although
it is avery convenient mode of shifting responsibility and one frequently
adopted

As already remarked lawn mowing machines will not operate to any
good purpose where the grass is long hence it has been recommended
to leave the cut grass as mulch During the first year this course

may be followed with advantage but experience shows thab long
continuance of the practice injures the lawn very materially particu
larly during early sprIng or late in the season in the hottest portion
of summer the cat grass dries up so thoroughlyas to be but of slight
influence either way

The lawn will be -benefited by tgp dressing once in three or four

years not however by throwing7over it an unsightly covering of

rough strawy litter which however beneficial is uot-commendable ma

neatly kept grounds compost linde up of fresh stable manure and

any ordinarily good surface soil thrown together in layers and inter

mixed and pulverized by frequent turnings during the stunmer will be
in condition for applicatien any time in early winter. This should be

evenly distributed broken up and raked in among the Toots taking ad
vantage of frost tp assist in the work of disintegration7 and removing
the rougher portions alto gethèr before rolling the lawn di the sprmg

BELTS OR MARGINAL PLANTATIONS

in suburban districts wlttha surrounding prdpertics are likely to be

Improved and the scenery iglhle to he changed at any time too nniclt

vninn hnnld not ho given to niighboring views it frequently occurs

that the site for dwelling-house is selected mainly on account ut its coin

mauding certain distant views even to sacrificing other important con-

siderations in order to secure the prospect and before the house in

pleted the fine Views are obstructed by opeMtions on an adjoinin

.erty._ In localities of this kind the interest of the position should not

se much depend upon external beauties that are beyond control as upon
the internal improvements and local objects Preliminary to this ac

quiremcnt the grounds should be isolated by an nmbrageena boundary
of trens nnd shrubs which will form pleasant margin to the ground

Improvements and provide that seclusion retirement and privacy

.which are always congenial to home comfort

Whether the place is large or small cnrefully planted boundary of

selected trees and shrubs should encircle that portion of the grounds

appropriated to gardening purposes With regard to small places in

thickly populated neighborhoods fhis should be the first c6nsideration

Phe place will thus be made to look larger and the house can be partly

urrounded by somewhat open lawn which will be distinctly defined

and fringed by the border of shrubs In grounds of treater extent
shelter and protection to both plants and animals will be largely se
cured by thickly-set evergreen trees on the-most expesed quarters Dis
tinctiveness of arrangement will also necessitate the formation of iII

markeddivision between the garden the lawn and the open fields be
yond and here continuous belting of foliage will serve to render the

boundary line more pleasing if not less conspicuous
Much of the efficiency as well as the beauty of this boundary belt

will depend uiien the form of its ground plan as well as upon its sky

outline which is curving line widening and narrowing at certain

points as heavy masses of planting may be made to hide deformities1 er

.openings left through which to view the distant scenery in arranging

openings it is not necessary to arrest the continuous line of shrubbery
This can be maintained by nsing very low growing plants opposite to

the selected openings This will further have the eflèct of varying the

sky outline both by elevation and perspective The projecting points

giving space for larger growing plants will enhance variety in sky out
line These occasional masses of heavier plantings produce pleasing

variety of effect when contrasted with open spaces of lawn and groups
of low-growing skruhbery

The selection of lAm species and varieties as well as the disposition of

plants in marginal border requires skill and foretheught The moper
gradation of heights the contrasting amid harmonizing of forms and col

orings of teinge and flowers and the cneral adaptation of the whole to

the extent of grounds and to the tequiremcnts of the architectural and

ether improvements will iudueuce to certain degree both the selec

tion and disposition of the plants

Where the gromnds are so extensive as to admit of plantation belt

varying in width from fifty to two hundred feet this affording space for

the growth of the largest trees the selection of sorts will be less dilllcult

than where the space limits the border to maximum breadth of fifty

feet The following list includes some of the best trees of the smallest

size suitable
to small grounds

Acer campestre háeacIf tE Elaagntzs angzstifolia

Acer Pcnnrylranicuñl flaxir.us viridis

Anulanchier Canadcnais var. .Ualcsia Ieteptera

.botryapium Ranuintelis Virgin ice

Aralia upinosa Jireuterkz pankulala
Carpinus betiilus Lalntrnurn rulgarc

Ccrcia Canadensis..S- .as .ljiaclura aurantiaca

Chionanilt its Virginlea 4faguofla coupicua
Cornusflorlda Ffowen..q Magnolia olauca

Faliurus aciskalus

Frunus niahaleb

Fran us padit.

Ftclca trtfoliala

Fyrus ucitporia

Jyriis corunaria

Shcplicrdia arjjenlca

Sop/tora .fapou lea
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PENOES MID fflDGES

Sonic sort of fence is usually necessary tb guard against intruders or

to designate ownership and the kind of fence used will generally be

goterned by necessity
Whatever materials may be used for outside fences they should be

strong and substantial Inside fences for such purposes as that of sep
arating the lawn from the vegetable garden may be of lighter construc

tion especially if fence crosses lawn as seen from the house with
an open view beyond it should be as light and elegant as is consistent
with strength and durability In such cases it is often desired con
ceal the fence as an intrusive object in the landscape by adopting the

sunken fepce This may be described as ditch-like excavation four or
five feet iii depth finished by perpendicular wall on the lawn-side and
the ground flatly sloped on the opposite
.The Propriety of persistently concealing the fence in such positions

may be questioned Utility is strong element of the beautiful and if

no visible barrier intervenes between the pleasure ground and grazing
field we at once condemn the incongruity We cannot distinguish
where the flower garden ends or the grazing meadow begins.and must

snppose that the cattle can perambulate the flower garden if they choose
we can imagine the result and we feel that fence becomes neepsgi1
to separate oljects that cannot well be united withont injury to one or

both Wire fences are well adapted to this purpose as they are so light

as not materially to interrupt the view an4ifproperlyconstructed are

8ufiuciently strong and permanent
Even in those happy communities where cattle are .not permitted to

run at large some kind of fence will be necessary to designate boundary
lines of pronerty It has been claimed that the highest egtce ci rural

beauty is village without fences or any other custinctive maio to

properties As well might it be claimed that the best arrangement in

picture gallery will be produced by taking the paintings out 101 the
frames and nailiug the canvas tothe walls The love of exclusive pos
session js mainstay of society Well-defined boundary lines to prop
erty greatly enliazice its enjoyment especially when applied to lawns
and gardens

For this pnese the live fence is by far the most appropriate and
that formed of evergrceh plants the most permanently beautiful The
Siberian arbor vitie7 Neotka cypress and hemlock spruce are amongibe
hpst for northern climates Inihe South the Chinese arbor vitin Japan
enonymus and other everreen shrubs may be added to the list If de
cicluous plants are preferred selection may be made front the follow-

lug list Japan quince buckthorn elmagnus Japan privet and If

somewhat formidable fence is desired the Osage oraftga anthoney lo

cus will answer that Purpose
Hedges are also useful as shelter to gardens rendering them earlier

more productive and greatly exempt from casualties of climate and lo

cality In tho growth of all kinds of small fruits as well as those of

-larger orchard growth shelter is always of the greatestboncfit Many-
of the diseases of our fruit trees and imperfections in the products can

be effaced by sheltering hedges and plantationsfacts that are now
being lhlly appreciated by fruit-growers

lu gronnds of very limited dimensions where the boundary lines are at

no great distance from the house aim evergreen hedge set inside the

fence will afford great relief to the eye and form backpound as it

were to the shrubbery and flower borders The stiff line of the heuge

can be modified in appearance by planting small diversified

shrubs or low.rowing evergreens along its front continuous bort....

varying in width and of curving ontline rnnning in direction parallel

with the hedge and thickly planted with flowering shrubs of varipty

interspersed with such flowering herbaceons verentdals as hollyhocks

phloxcs chrysanthemums delphinums is one of the best modes of

treating small pleasure garden and lawn

Rocnrumrus

rockery properly located and tastefully arranged is capable of af

fording much of interest and pleasure to those who can appreciate the

beauties of nature It is not advised to attempt .the imitation of rocky

scenery which can rarely be successfully accomplished even with the
command df unlimited means Abortions of this kind where the means

have been made more conspicuous than the end liavotended to discard

rockeries from situations where they woul4 be highly prized were their

real purpose fully understood

The splest form of rockwork may be described as moulid of soil

covered with stones and its purpose that of securing conditions for the

culture of the native plants of our woods and dells as mosses ferns and

others of similarhabits which will not flourish in the ordinary borders

or beds of the flower garden where they are too much exposed to sultry

suns and drying winds
secluded spot or corner of the pleasure grounds shndpil by 1-res-g

but net directly under them is the position for rockwork of tho kind

in question Here concealed from all points by an inelosure of shrub-

hew or by an evergreen hedge and approached by rustic pathway
through leafv thicket the rockers may be located without any viola-

tion of good taste or interference with other and more ambitious decora-

tibnsri
basin to contain water may be cheaply constructed of brick and

cement and will add very much to the variety of the plants that may
be grown Shade and humidity which are essential to the growth of

many woodland plants such as the sarracenias or pitcher plants and

also constant evdpOration during dry periods will enable these aud

planth of similar habit to flourish as luxuriantly in an artificial state as

they do in their native wilds
circular basin eight to ten feet in diamater and twelve to sixteen

inches in depth surrounded by rock-covered mound of soil of varied

breadth and elevation will afford space for large number of plants

It will also allow scope for tasteful arrangement both in the construe-

tion of the vork and in the distribution of the plauts If some of the

largest pieces of ock are allowed to project over the water in varied

shapes and masses some of them lbrming foundation for miniature

perpendicular cliffs and others for rapidly receding cavities pleasing

play of light and shadow will bothrewu over the surface of the water

An additional Ibature may be given by running through and around the

rockwerk concealed pipe with numerous small poribrations over its

surface through which water willbe conducted to tIme plants trickliig

over the rocks and dropping into the poe1 below producing at once

charming rural effect and congenial atmosphere for the vegetation

This or some similarsimple method of arrangetneut will usually be

more salslactory than an iron or even marble fountain ivith numer
ous fanciful jets and basins supported by questionable statuary dis

played in conspicuous position on the lawn
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By the tuib of small stones and cement center ornaicnt may be
erected in the basin and jet inserted through which the water is de
livered iii finely divided spray This will lrOvide izygrornetric tern
perature peculiarly adapted to such situations and objects

There are but few country places where the means for securing these
specialties cannot readily be obtained The water supply may not al
ways be convenient stiil by exercising little ingenuity plans may
be devised for its introduction either by utilizing the waste from cis
terns or forcing it into elevated receptacles It may be mentioned that
small jets are sdmetiines supplied by rain water collected ia cisterns
although this is net recommended as plan iikely to prove satisfac
tory

species of rock garden of more elaborate character may be formed
by laying out small geometric plan of raise4 beds of earth supported
by irregularly shaped stones Old tree-roots may also be ised to dc
vate and diversify the sky outline These will in time become covered
with foliage of creeping plants ferns mosses and other low growthsThe beds should be planted with low-growina hardy evergreens such as
various species of Juniperus Cuprcssu.s Biota Titnia Taxus and Rctiws
pora The Mahonias are well stilted to plant in such positions Yuccas
are admirable giving somewhat oriental character vheu massed in

groups Larger treesmay be used where space will atnit The hem
loek--sprucb is beautiful everywhere the silvery dcodiit dedar will give
variety of color and the Pyracanth Rhododendrons and Kalmias
with many others may be formed into picturesque groups Qf great
beauty1 depending very mitch however upon their location and skillful

arrangement
Thejiore robust plants may he primed when neceary to keep them

within prescribed limits and shaded spots will be found where the Epi
ginas Mitchellas Ferns and kindred plants can be introduced desir
able and interesting either for their floral beauty or their historical and
botanical associations

WATER.LAJCES

When appropriately introduced the effect of water in pleasure grounds
is always pleasing frequently it is strikingly beautiful and of all the
materials that enter into the eompositionnf natural scenery.there are
none that produce greater amount of varied interest and beauty It

is therefore eagerly desired as an adjunct to the more attificial un
proveinents of private residences public institutions and city parks
and is always valuable acquisition where it can be secured

To form an artificial lake the first requisite is an ample supply of
water at all seasons There cannot well be more unsatisfactory object
in artificial grounds than lake where the supply of water is msufll
eient to keep it properly filled and where natural facilities for con
staift supply do not exist its construction should not be attcinpted
The snrtttee water or casual supply derived from rains and snows Laity
be iuflleieut during winter and spring but entirely inadequate to meet
the evaporation during summer and lakes that are dependent upon this

source and become partially empty and stagnant during the warm sea-
son are injurious to health as they are opposed to all correct ideas of

beauty
Water for ponds is eometimes procured from thrdiscbargcs of under

ground drains and where the drained area is extensive enough to fur
nish jill jthe 3v4tpr iccessary wj4cb jan ho aeertalned by pbseivations
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during sumther pond may be excavated at the lowestpoint allow0
the surface of the water to be on level with the discharge pipes of the

drains The excavated soil can be used in forming the banks of varied

heights and eopfigurations The outline of the pond like that of belt

of trees or shrubbery border skirting lawn should be varied and ir

regular with bold points and deep indentations and these should be

few and bold rather than frequent andame. Thexesemblance between

level lawn surrounded by curved outlines of shrdbbcry and that-ot

smooth sheet of water in pond or small lake with jutting banks
and retiring bays is very close so far as relates to thOir artistic treat

ment in ornamcnZal planting
The most natural position for sheet of water is in hollow or low

ground ocdupied by constamitly running stream It frequently occurs

that small streams are so situated that by skillfully throwing dam
across the valley liollow thrdngh which the water uns large surface

may be flooded and the water permanently retained The water level

on the surrounding ground will probably show beautifully varied out
line which may be increased or rendered more definite by deepening

bay-like recesses and adding to prominent or jutting points This to

gether with the effects that may be produced by planting will give va
riety to otherwise moüotonous outlines

In geometrically arranged flower gardens simple basins of water may
be introduced with good effect either with fountains or withput them
In these situations the marginal finish or connection between the grass
and water hould be of an architectural description tny attempt
made toward rugged or what is usually termed natural looking

finish will certainly prove unsatisfactory

ENTRANCE GATES AND CARRIAGE TURNS

First impressions are strongly influencing and oftentimes prove to

be the foundation of lasting prtjudices neatly designed and taste

fully arranged gateway at the eutranen oLn pronerty creates the favor

able ex ectation of finding these characteristics pervading other im
provements entrance wa therefore becomes an iniport
ant feature but it should always bear close relation

style anti scale ot tile situation and If it is architectural in design
should harmonize with the style of the mansion to which it is an ad
junct at the same time it may be more highly ornamented keeping

strictly in mind that no amount of mere decoration will compensate for

any appearance of insufficient strength or utility

Iron gates appear to greatest advantage when they are hung to stone

posts or attached to pillars of masonry single block of granite
fashioned into post forms very satisfactory support for an ordinary
iron gate Large heavy and elaborately constructed ates de
mand heavier and more massive supporting pillars ornamen

repond with the style and finish of the gate The main or principal

entrancegate to any place even of the most humble w.rlpt.lon shnnld

be placed on line receding more or less from the line of the outsido or

public road being conftectedctith the latter by curved line of lenee

Time extent of tins recess will vary with the extent of the place facilV

ties of position andtsize and style of the gate but ten to thirty feet

may be given as nftige Jilven in places ot quite limited extent the

former distance will be sufficient to give a-decided effect without en
croaching too severely on thegronnds and will establish largeness of
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expression to the whole surroundings In placing posts for gates tho
mistake is frequently made of setting them parallel to the publiëióiid
justead of having them at right anglO to the road to whieli they prop
erly bolopg When the private road leaves the public one at right an
gles and continues in straightline for some distance the gate will of
coarse be properly placed in line parallel to the public ioad iut
where the front lawn is small in extent and it becqmes necessity to
branch the road suddenly to right or left the importance of adhering
strictly to the rifle of placing the gate at right angle to the carriage
road will appeai vy cdnspicnous for if the posts are set $arallel with
the public road it will be found to be matter of much nicety to drive

carriage through the gateway without either coming in ontact with
the post or allowing the horses to walk on the grass or road edging
Examples of this may be seen in most suburban districts

The greater the inequality of the respective distances betwech the
posts and the line of the outside or public road the more differencewill
there be in the length of the curved lines connecting them with tle
fence One will be much shorter and have different radius from the
other but this will not destroy the symmetry of cern position which

gatqway should possess since the apparent utility of he arrangernept
will convey strong reason for its adoption which can be further in
creased by the judicious planting of trees besides it should be remem
bered that an expression of symmetry can be .obtainc4witheut having

strict adherence to uniformity in details

space sufficiently large for allowing carriage to turn is necessary
convenience to house and as near to the main entrance as practica
ble In the front of very large buildings gravel space wide enough
for this purpose is sometimes provided but when the house is one of
ordinary dimensions and the grounds of only moderate extent large
gravel space will very materiallyabridge the breadth of the front. The
reflection of heat from gravel is not pleasant neither is it so agreeable
to the eye as the grassy lawn Some of the objections to tin open
gravel space are removed by forming circular carriage-way directly in
front of the house inclosing bed for shrubbery or grass plot Tbe
amount of roadway is by this mode somewhat rbduccd bnt the cvii
of breaking up the front still exists nor does it provide all the require
ments of carriage turn as there is no alternativ but to perambulate
the circle When retiring and the annoyance of having vehicles and

.t animals obstructing the views from the principal .windows of the house
is also great objection to this arrangement The best position for

carriage-tarn is beyond the èouse so that vehicle after approaching
the main entrance can proceed onward turn and apprpach the house
again in the opposite direction The turn in this case can be pattially
screened from the house by planting shrubbery and arrangements for

tying horses can be made in unobjectiouable positions where they will
not present annoying features as seen from the house This allows the

grass or lawn to be carried cldser to the building the roathsay only in
tervening and the side grouping of plants can be executed much more
efibctively The curve of the road entering into the grounds en one
side will be balanced by similar curve on the other side toward the
turn In this proximity to building the walks as well as artificial

plantings should be symmetrical id their tendencies and in keeping
with the formal style of treatment which such position demands
The eentral view from the building will be open ahd impart an expres
sion of freedom and apparent extent of lawn which is alwttys pleasing
particulariy in limited qreas

ILANTrNG ROADS MTh AvExEtrn

In the plpnting of straight roads and avenues it essential tapra
serve regularity of line as also uniformity in the eolor and shape of the

trees The nearest approach to the sublime in landsca gardening is

in_effects produced by extended uniform lines of trees 9ontiuujty of

line and uniformity of object \vheu combined with great extension

produce sublimity Ohiects are sublime which possess uanti and

simnlicity in conjunction It is not on stuall rivulet however trans

parent or beautifully winding it ma be it is not on narrow valley

though variegated with flowers of thousand hues it is not on small

elevations though they are clothed with the most delightful verdure
that we bstew the epithet sublinie but.it is upon Niagara the Missis

sippi the Andes the ocean the wide expanse of the firmament or the

immensity of space uniformly extended withOut limit and without

teripinqtion To produce this effect it is therefore imperative that only

one variety of tree shoul4 be used YAnything that tends to break up
the uniform continuity will at once destroy it. straight avenue
planted with variety of trees of varied forms some bread and spread

ing others tall pointed and spiry is as much at variance with good
taste as would bea Srecian taç.ade turrnsbeu with columns embracing
all the dfflèrent orders of architecture Among the best trees Ibr plnnt

ing wide avenues are the tulip tree the sugar and the silver maple liu

dens sycamors walnuts oaks and chestnuts For narrower roads
those fwm sixteen to twenty feet in width the Norway maple the black
and the white ash the hore chestnut and those of kindred habit will

be mere suitabl
On wide and long avenues in positions where aejde view of the lincth

is prominent the wall.like effect may be very much softened and toned

downs by setting double or evdn triple row of trees and this will

be still further increased by planting each opposite row respectively
with distinct kind An avenue of tulip trees will in this arrange

ment be well supported .by an outside line of red maples their forms

will blend pleasingly and the contrast of their spring verdure and au
tumn colorings will be agreeable In similar disposition the sugar

maple sweet gum and ash-leaved maple may be used Such combiua
tiens may be indefinitely varied and adapted to the embellishment of

dvenues as their extent and importance may demand or require

In planting cnrving roads the disposition of the trees will obviously
be determined by the general character of the grounds through which

the road passes
In place ofsix to ten acres in extent and in form nearly of square

or paralleiograM with the mansion placed one hundred yards back of

the front line the entrance gate may be judiciously set near One of the

corners and the road gradually curve to the building slngle.con
tinuons row of trees on one side of this road would have monotonous

effect and row on each side would destroy and dompletely break up

any attempt at bretdth of view The road should rather appear to

curve round and pass thrqugh masses of treeA and shrubbery planta

tions Whileattention may be given to partially shading the road by
planting suitable tr mainly on the ..sonth and west sides yet these

shade trees should form only a.pàrtion ofgroups with an occasional

Isolated single specimen tee or3whatf.is.still better two trees of the

same kind se six to .ten.feet apart so that when they grow up they will

give distant appearance as of single tree with the additional variety

.of aspect when closely viewed The plantings or groups should be

12
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more extensive and massive on the Inner cIrcle around which the road

will curve with frequent open vistas looking in upon the lawn The

width and length of the road and extent of lawn will design a4c the

size of the groups and also suggest the particular kinds of tredé and

shrubs of which they are to be composed Shade trees ma7 be thus

introduced in sufficient quantities even on winding readsto answer

the combined purposcä of shade and garniture without producing an

appearance of strained effort to secure it

Where the road is wholly on the southern side of the dwelling dccidu

ous trees should be used in front or near the building If the entrance

and road are north of the house straight avenue of evergreen trees

will form an admirable fcature if ample space is allowed for both road

and trees Tue NQrway spruce is perbaps the first choice of tree for

snob piutng Thg hpmlook spruce tje more gracej an4 tiio Dol

adapted to short ronxls or narrow grounds The Anettian tho Aeothhf

the whit6 nine may be used where the grounds are extensive1 Even

ivhfl tho Norway pnice is used the parallel lines should be fifty feet

a4art not only to admit of sun and winds to act directly on the road

way but also to give ample room for the spread of the lower branches

of the trees and in no case should they be lanted nearer than sixteen

rowing tbein into mere strips which for at least one.half of the year are

seldom dry
PLARTWG NEAS Bt1ILzIN5

mischievoqs error and one too frequently perpetrated is that of

placing trees close to Irnildings Although trees and shrubs are the

chief decorative ornaments of place they become not only dlsagreea

ble but positively injurious to animal life when closely massed around

habitation by shutting out light and preveüting the rays otthe sun

and drying action of winds from exerting their salutary influence on

the wails which In consequence are constantly damp and unhealthy

Where large treOs are allowed to spread and overhang the roofs choking

gutters and water leaders and causing deposit of mold and other

fungoid growths as fur as their influence extends it is linpossible for the

house to be dry comfortable or healthy for human beings Many of

the older houses throughout the country are rendered almost üninhabit

able by the dense surroundings of trees and shrubbery And the evil Is

greatly ngravated when the trees are of evergreenS species Ventila

tion prodnccd by heat and building shaded froth the rays of the

sun by lofty trees7
and sheltered from currents of air by thickets of

shrubbery is depnved of the influences most conducive to health and

is fitting subject for the attention of sanitary commission

Plantings of the finer species of dwarf flowering shrubs may be

placed in moderately large masses on the lawn near the house without

any great injdry if not too frequently repeated but even the smaller

growing shrubbery if planted in continuous .thickets near the building

in any except northerly direction will sensibly exclude the genial coo

breezes so grateful during summer house nestling on the sunny side

of an evergreen plantation Is suggestive of comfort anti presents

cheerful sheltered appearanhe during winter It Is as economical as it

is attractive as many persons can testify who have hadthe foresight

to plant sheltering liorders of evergreens In bleak and trecless situa

tions and in co1iseuencO
are realizing higher thermometric temperer

LANDSCAPE GABDEBfl1G

ture but eVen these th be of greatest benelitj should not approach
within one hundred feet of the house-at least not lnmass Isolated

s1ecI$n4 of rare or otherwise specially interesting trees may be

planted 1etuer but only on the northern sides of the house
certain amount of shade is very desirkble In connection with

house especially in climates whexe during great portion of the time
It is more agreeable out doore than it is in rooms yet it had better be

secured by covereverandas than by trees It is also moro conducive

to health to sit under covered roof Exposure to evening dews is

tvell.known fruitful source of sickness and the partial protection at
forded by thS overhanging branches of trees Is not sufficient when dew
Is fhlling

Trees of the large.grolng species should not be planted nearer than

sixty feet to the walls of dwelling.house Such trees 4r5 the sugar
and the silver maple te sycamore Olin linden ash chestnut and pop
mr Trees of medium growth suoh as the Norway anU the hglish ma
pie and others of this class that do not attain height of more than

thirty feet may be planted thirty to forty feet froth the building
Another disadvantage resulting frotn surrounding the building with

tilcket of foliage is that it shuts out the views of immediate and dis

tant scenery as seen from the house at the same time the houge as an

object of the local landscape Is completely hidden from view If the

architecture of the structure has received any study as work of artistic

design it should in itself form picture which to be properly appreci

ated must be seen and viewed as whole so that its proportions out
lines elevations and ornamental details may be taken in at one view
Even beds of low shrubbery if abundantly iutrednced near the base of

building will foreshorten the elevation obstruct the view of the hod
zontnl baseline and seemingly destroy architectural proportions Many
of the finest structures both public and private are ruinously shorn of

their beauty by careless or ignorant planters who in their endeavors to

beauti1 building succeed only in concealing those salient lines ahd
projections that give it character and distinctiveness

proper connection of the house with its surroundings is èhe first

point to which attention should be given in laying out grounds it Is

the most prominent and leading detail of improvements house

should not appear to have risen out the green lawn like atree It Is

necessary that some evidence should be apparent of suitable prepára
tion having been made for the buildlngj at least level plhtforni of

more or lesstvidtb should project froth the baSe line The gropud libe

should be level and all Walks should correspbnd with the tines of the

grônnd plan .Zigzag and cunlng Walkth cloe to the straight lines of

laige ol even the most humble buildinft are directly opposed to

1. beauty of Sropriety they are sureetldench of unskilled labor

The prinoial froht of Li building Miouid show .a tethtep elthth archi

tecturally treated or itt least with arcliithctflritl appendages The level

line of terrace will furbIsh uniform bas to the building and masses

bf low-growing plants may be intrbditOed bblow the terrace where they
wIlleot interfere with the viewof the struaure few trees iiiay be

planted at the ends or in the rear which will serve to connect the house

with the grounds antI their scenery and thIs can be done without either

hiding ol overshadowing the building
It has long beets luid down moral principle that round-headed

trees contrast best witli the prevailing perpendicula lines of Uothic

architecture and those of pointed or conic shape with the horizontal

of the Grecian It may be questioned whether eltier of these rules is
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sufficiently accurae to be worthy of considcrstkbii dertajp it is that

there may be found compositions of exprSlVe beauty ere the ar

rangoinents are the reverse of those proposed in the genefal principle

It is perhaps nearer the facts to state that iii the arranen3ent of forms

harmony will prove more pleasing than contrast but.when applied to

colors contrast will develop the ios distinct aud xpressivC composi

tious

tIltOUflNG TREES AND SHRUBS AND FLiRTING IN MASSES

Among the various operative details in landscapS gardening the ar

rangement of vegetation is the mosj7irnportaht ftnd there is no other

that shows so distinctly the artistic skill and arborictiltural knoledge

of the operator While this is the most decisive to the ultimate

beauty and value of the improvements it is acknowledged to be the

least understood for artits of considerable repute wh1o may establish

grades run lines of roads aqd stake out places for groups and single

trees fail to designate -the kind of plants to be used thus leaving to

mere chance the only features where artistic merit can lip developed

Some of the principal and most conspicuous effects that may-be real

ized from grouping and placing trees ar9 as follows

The formatioi of distinct group8 of the various pcctts and .varieties

of trees.Ifl planting public parks college and school-house grounds

or private grounds if of sufficieni extent- great ambünt of srboricuL

tural interest- will be induced- by forming groups
of.certain families

genera or natural orders of plants. It might be .presunied that this

mode of arrangement would sacrifice beanty in order .to carry out

mere mechanical system of disposition such as may be seen in orchards

and would prove monotonous and destitute of that variety which re

sults from combin$ion of different species This is to certain ex

tent trtW wher9 the grounds are not extensive aud the planting is con

fined to one principal group In .that case the use of çuversified mate-

ñals will invest the group with greater variety qf ipterest to the lover

of trees and that also without impairing the landscape effec1 if the ar

rangcinent is properly carried out bnç where the viantation
is extended

over several acres the groups will be more definite 1and distiuctive in

charactei if each is chiefly plaute4
with the plants of one genus This

may be partly illustrated by supposing that there ate twelve principal

masses to be planted and twelve species of trees to be employed. If

each mass ia composed of mixture of the twelve species thG result

will be twelve groups of precisely the game character whereas if each

group is strictly confined to one species the groups will je entirely dis

similareach forming distinct.featu
Thus groups of maples oaks

birâhcs elms Ste will follow in succession and cyhere whole families

are thus connected there will be Eafficient difference in form and habit

of growth amdag the ápecies to give- great vartety to the group when

inspected in detail and at the same time the mass will present distinc

tive features peculiar to jhe genus represgntcd In ornamenting -the

grounds of colleges and other seats of education this mode of planting

-is particularly appropri$e affordipg admirable facilities for studying

the individual trees and comparing them with other species of the same

family The beauty of this arrangement will depend upon the harmo

nious connection of forms and adaptq4tioil of the respective growths to

certain positions in the groups

tqnliw çQerqreen-s
with view to forminfl distinct -winter scenery

fl eilèctive or perfectly satisfactory
results willh prothicccl_IPm
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gnerM .intèrmiiture Of decidnous and everâcen jlants In forming
shrubbery borders this distinction is not so strkt1 impnrfnniflin
the case of trots Thit even in the arrangethent of shrubs far more-

polished and artistic finish will be given by placing the larger growth
or tiecluflous plants the -back-ground and bordering- toward tho front
with Borne of .the low-growing evergreen Species One of the most de
sirable piapts for_an edging to border of shrnbbery is the borberis

aegufoka Lit grows in compact rounding form and Is-beautiful at all

goasois vhether in the glossy brightneAs o1 its varnished foliage during
winter the profuse cluster of its yçllow blossoms in spring the fern

-like delicacy of-its young foliage in early summer or when laden witl
Musters of its dark-colored berries Wherö the mercury frequently

js Bmks below zero this plant will not prove- ornamental The recent ad
Ilitions to our hardy evergreen shrubs have been notable and valuable

-- The s-ettnosporas alone comprise great variety The enon-ymu.s japoni
otto -and its silver and gold striped varieties furnish valuable material
where they will withstand the winters The taxus cupressus jttnipents
and th-uja tarnish numerous plants of dwarf growth for the shrubbery-

In respect to the heavier tree growths it is clearly manifest that the
finest examples of arrangethent are those where etergreeii and decidu
ons trees are treated as forming distinct scenery anof these the ever-

greens are perhaps the most valnable because they famish winter

clothing to the jvndscape with buf little aid from lecidnons plants
-- -while the summer assistance of the latter only supplement and adorn

the forms and colors of the evergreens
To produce the best winter effect from evergreens they should be

planted mainly in the- foreground particularly on such projecting points
as are conspicuous so that while these points or groups may be rather

widely separated they will have continuous appearance by the tops
of those in one group apparéfitly connecting with the lower brauches of
the group beyond as seen from the principal points of -view An indis
criminate mixture of all kinds of trees is destructive of beauty The
deciduous varieties diminish the beauty of evergreens during winter by
breaking up the continuity of color and repose so essential -to the best
effects either in gardening or paintings alid during the summer season
the more numerous branches and broaAer expanse of foliage of the de
ciduons trees if close to evergreens vill overpower the latter and in

time-completely destroy them by an excessive amount of sbaàe and
also by the extraction of thoisure from the soil For defining outlines
or rounding off gronps no plaut is so appropriate or can so well be

adapted to any position as the hemlock spruce Its wavy branches con-

vey more finished impression than any other hardy evergreen and no
other can excel it either in beauty of giowth or general usefulness in

producing the best effects of landscape gardening
jo qradually blend ever qreen and deciduous plantations by ro

connectionThe jinjority of evergreen trees are conical and pointed in

form while among deciduous specieS the pretailing habit is flat or rohncl

bCaded but trees of these -opposite forms may be found in both classes

spiry.topped and conical forms arO seen in tIle larches Carolina cypress
Lombardy and other poplars and round-headed evel-greens are seen in

the Scoteh and the Austrian -pine Many species of the pine tribe
although of pyramiçlal or pointed forni when thp plants are young
tssume an open spreading habit as they becorhe older

to connect evergreen and deciduous groups those trees that partake
_of intermediate characterfstics should be employed in blending the two
classes where the plantation is continnons n-nd where morn distinct

-1
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mt not an abrupt line of separation is repuirid between the two itma be judiciously accomplished and the margins of each group be
toncd down by introducing ft few of the most graceful trees of both
classcs such as the Norway nd the English maple negundo and yellowivood among deciduous and the hemlock RpnwA Ln.wsonA cypress er
bontts and rctinosporas among pvergreen species Thrather novel
difference between the arboreal aspect and the botanical classification of
thefiaflsjnerip adiantjfoiia renders it peculiarly pppropriate for ltn Inter
mediate position botween evergreen and deciduous trces

To Waco certain trees in consjijovone yositionTrees that are pro
eminently nutable on account of their rarity beauty-or botanical or
historical associations may be placed as isolated specimens in prominent
positions on the lawii This interpolation however Should be carefully
studied single tree if wrongly placed may destroy fine picture
Indeed it is everywhere evident that the1 greatest prevailing error in
arranging ornamental plantations is the oft-repeated single tree dotting
every spare surface with plant producing spottiness quiteoppsedeither to beauty or design.

Single trees may be wade still more conspicuous by planting them on
shfltlyelevated rounding mounds this will add to their

general effect
anu allow perfect freedom for asumiug their normal habit qf growthTrees worthy of so distinguished sites for their beauty of growth are
vçj1umorous but for extensive grounds where the largest class may
..kjntroduced the Magnolia acuminata the suga and the Norway mftplWOladra3tis .tinetorja Osage orange negundo wlllpw.le.wed oak ad
English maple may bç noted as few of the giggog

j- whlWamppgyeru-reens the hemlock and the Norway spruce Himalaya pineNootka cypress and Siberian arbor vitte ma be specially mentionedOf rare and Interesting trees the list is extensive and will vary ac
corthlg to inivfdual testes and studied the extent of gronnd and
geuerai disposition of other plants will also Influence th selection andnumber of single 5cciinens

Plant with reference to individual beauty as also with regard to that
resulti up from combination of /orms....lsolatliig the trees as alluded to
in the preceding paragraph will produce the highest degree 9f in
dJvidual beauty and development But to realize all tbe variety that
may be obtainetl from contrast of forms foliage and Qowers requlrçsmuch careful study and preparation Irregularity of distances between
plants will7

in itsel4 affect variety in composition Very little eithet of
beauty or interest can attach to lawns where every tree Is equidistantor apparently so from its neighbor like so many cabbages or currant
bushes If we observe the disposition of trees in any natural groupthat attracts our attention we shall learn that the influende of unequal
diflance in massing foliage and causing minor groupings of brauches
and stems is very great To produce similarly pleasing taricty4 of
stems rind outlihes it will be essential to imitate to someOxtent the
mode iii which natural groves are formed even to placing several trees
tcgcthei so as to present the appearance of several stems issuing from
the same root degree of naturalness will thus 4e imposed upon
groups eveu should there not be any attempt at contrasting or liar-

moniziug forms but this latter will show more decidedly thç foresight
and skill of the designer

To produce pleasing aL-y outline to all heavy mdssesi or distinct
groiipTho sky outline composition of groups is pleasing and notice
able feature The monotonous sameness in the aspect ota peach or an
apple orchard is familiar reult and example pf what may be inteusi

LANDSCAPE .ABDENING 183

fled by closely planted masses of forthal growing trees But its rare

occurrence to find such monotony in natural forest scenery great

diversity of sky outline will prevail especially on the margins of groves

where the follake is continued by suitable undergrowtbs dowü to the

surftice of the ground Such distinct and unique forms as the Lombardy

poplin Jechlueus cypress larehes and similarlypoithed trees $11 give

sJirlted effect to the most commonplace groupS

JLhe edqes of plantqtions composed of larger growing trees will bo

oftepvd by the introduction of drooping forms and oneof the most

bequtiftñ compositions with reference to direction and curvatuye of

lJranobes as well as to sky outline is that produced by surrounding

or three Lombardy poplars with oirclg of weeping willows i.fle

tC poplars should not be more than twelve feet apart and should form onr

central figure if spread ont singly the distinctive ibature of spiry

column will not be secured

Similar effects may be secured with groups of evergreen frees

The balsam fir is admirably effective as center to mass of lighter

3L colored evergreens owing to its heavy dark hue The Scotch pine and

the Austrian are well adapted both in color and form to accompany the

balam fir aiid the beauty of finish can be added by inbroduoing the

wavy branchlets of the hemlock sprnce

.7 Plant with regard to autumn colotings and tim introduot ion qr

flowering trees.lhe cheerful appearance of flowering trees should bo

4- made point of attraction in any arrangement of groups or masses
These can be introduced under .aiiy system as they are mainly trees of

the third class such as dogwood Judas tree Virginia fringe silvek bell

c. Their appropriate position is on the margin of groups and air

occasional dogwood planted where its white iuvolucres will be displayed

against the darker color of evergreens2 will brighten the early summer

scenery The dwarfër growths of spirwas forsythias çleutzios cydo

nias and other species of flowering shrubbery may also be introduced

with the finest effect

In arranging trees for the purpose of producing strong- contrasts from

tlie changing colors of autumn foliage there is wide field lbr the artist

The most conspicuous colors are the scarlet of the sew gum red

maple wild cherry and sothe of the oaks and the yellow gf hickories

tulip tree supr maple and others The dogwood and sassafras are

also decided in their fall colorings

The beauty of groups will greatly depend upon their definiteness

distinction and paratiop by open green lawqs These

grassy openings are the lights of the natpral picture while the trees

and eetation furnish the shade The error 91 too much p1 on tin gin

frequent and disastrous in its effects The open door wnll-lcepUv.wn

c5 should largely predominate for as Bacon remarked three hundred

years ago there is nothing wore pleasant to the eye than green grass

kept finely shorn
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Portion of Frankenstein watercolor spring 1865



Tyson stereo view enter of 1864 or early 1865

The new post and board fence along the Baltimore Pike is

visible in the photo to the left and right of the Evergreen Cemetery
to replace the fencing destroyed during the battle The Soldiers
National Cemetery directors approved the request of Evergreen to

extend the iron fencing southward on the Pike to the gatehazse In

June 1865

Tipton collection 21P

.4
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Iyso- stereo view summer of 1864 or early 1865
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C-i Possible Tyson stereo after 1865-before 1871

This view looks from the Delaware section of soldiers plot toward

entranceway and gatehouse This Greek Revival gatehouse was altered

prior to August 1871 giving more room to the second floor by adding
mansard roof Originally the building was to serve as the super

intendentts office with reception room/parlor for visitors but

by 1871 this structure was enlarged by the mansard roof and two upstairs
rooms to accomodate the superintendents family The stereo shows the

cemetery wall in the left background with evergreens Norway spruce
planted at intervals along the wail The Baltimore Pike ornamental

iron fence and gateposts are visible to the right of the gatehouse

Tipton Collection GNMP

C-2 Tyson stereo view after March l865-l87l

This view is almost identical to C-i and shows the stone gatehouse
as originally built with its Greek Revival facade

GNMP files former Darrah collection



C1 Possible stereo after 1865 before 1871

C-2 Tvcon stereo View after March 1865l871



C-3 Gardner glass plate view July 1865

This view frcsnnear the site of the Soldiers National Monument looks

through the post markers of the unknown section towards East Cemetery
Hill The Baltimore Pike fence and gates are up and ornamentation is

gilded The stone wall and the gas-pipe fence though already erected
are not visible in this view

MOLLUS Collection Military History Thztitute..Carlisle Barracks

C-4 Gardner glass ilite view July .1865 portion

This is close-up view of C-3 shoving the open gates and the cast

iron gateposts The coping of the stone wall is barely perceptible
as light line transversing the outhouse tent at the left of the

photo

NOLLUS Collection Military History Institute Carlisle Barracks



C-3 Gardner glass Plate vIew July 1865

C4 Gardner glass plat viow July 1865 portion



C-5 Tyson stereo view ca 1866

This view is similar to C-i and C-2 but it is taken from point
closer to the Baltimore Pike The gates from the pike are closed
and the gilded eagles and urns are in contrast to the black-painted
cast iron

GNMP files former lDarrah collection

C-6 Tyson stereo view fail 1868 or spring 1869

This stereo view was taken from point inside the proposed arbor

vitae hedge and looked over the New Hampshire Vermont and New

York sections of the cemetery The stone wall is visible as the

white horizontal bar set off by the young Norway spruces and one

deciduous tree

Tipton Collection GNMP



C5 fysot stereo vicw ca 1866

C6 Tyson stereo view fall 1868 or spring 1869



C-7 Tyson stereo view fall 1868 or spring 1869

View from Nat Cemetery--looking to position of left of 1st Corps
on Wednesday--by Hills Confederate Corps Thursday and Friday
The wall is again visible in this view behind the spaced evergreens
The winch used in raising the Soldiers National Monument is visible

at the left of the stereo view

Tipton Collection GNMP

C-8 Tyson stereo view fall 1868 or spring 1869

Continuation of panoramic series C-6 and C-7 from near site of

Soldiers National Monument showing stone wall with evergreen
border in front View looking over Wisconsin and New Jersey
sections of the soldiers plot The open carriage is not on the

lower drive but on the walkway separating the New Jersey and

Pennsylvania plots The winch for raising the Soldiers National
Monument is at the right of this view

CNMP files former Darrah collection



C-8 lson stereo view fall 1868 or sprino 1869

Ji
MLb 4ka

C-7 Tyson stereo view fall 1868 or spring 1869



C-9 Tyson stereo view 1865-1871

View down Baltimore Street showing brick walk to Evergreen

Cemetery from the town Baltimore Pike fencing and gates and

Creek Revival gatehouse The ornamentation of the six gateposts
are gilded as is the urn finial at the end of the stone wall

adjoinin the Soldiers Orphans Home and the Baltimore Pike

barely visible at the end of the iron pickets and beginning of

wooden pickets at right of photo

GNMP files former Darrah collection

C-lO Tyson stereo view late 1860s

This view continues the panorama of the National Cemetery grounds
but the camera has now been moved to the south overlooking the

Maryland and Minnesota plots in the foreground The marble vase

and base adorning the Minnesota plot was the first regimental or

individual state memorial on the battlefield and apparently
antedated the Soldiers National Monument The vegetation in front

of the stone wall is evergreen and deciduous and comprises those

trees and bushes used to line the wall and grouped at the lower drive

at the rear of the Ohio plot see Map of the Grounds Appedix

Tipton Collection



C-9 Tyson stereo view 18654871

C40 Tyson stereo view late 1860s



C-il Tyson stereo view late 1860s

This view concentrating on the marble memorial to Minnesotas

fallen is somewhat parallel to but further north than ClO
above The deciduous trees visible at the left of the stereo

view are those seen in the background of much of C-lO

Tipton Collection

C-12 Tyson stereo view fall 1868 or spring 1869

This view shows the gas-pipe fence behind the Soldiers National

Monument with low and intermittent arbor vitae growth The

Norway maple saplings planted on both sides of the upper drive

are visible



Cll Tyson stereo view late l86Or

12 Tyson stereo view fall 1868 or spring l869



C-li Tyson photograph fall of 1868 or spring 1869

This view is similar to C-12 but provides much greater detail The

gas-pipe fence is located behind the monument beyond the upper drive
The lines over the pulley at the center attached to the winch seen in

photos C-7 and C-8 The rough-hewn pole behind the last man on the

right was the original flagpole for the cemetery It was heightened

or replaced and relocated to its present position near the gatehouse
in 1872 when the War Department took over The inspector thought
that the pole looked incongruous by the monument and recommended

in his 1871 report that it be relocated

GNMP files



Cl3 Tyson photograph fall of 1868 or spring 1869



Tyson photograph 1865-August 1871

This view of the entranceway to the National Cemetery was taken from

the Baltimore Pike The commanding subjects of the view are the

ornamental iron gateposts gates fence and the stone gatehouse
The ornamental eagles and urns do not seem to have the highly gilded

appearance that is indicated in later photographs This may have

been photographed shortly after the gates and fence were erected in

the spring of 1865 while the original foundry gilding or bronzing
was intact
The original gates are similar to those at Antietam National Cemetery
and may have been cast by the same founder--Robert Wood and Company
of Philadelphia It does not appear that the center ornamentation

in the gate panels were originally gilded as in later years
The purpose of the two large boulders at the central gateposts is

unclear They certainly do not appear in War Department-era

photographs and were probably removed when the entranceway was

laid with brick sidewalk and otherwise improved

CNMP files
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E-1 Tyson or Tipton stereo view early 1870s

This stereo view is taken from the Indiana sections headstone looking
southwest It shows the fluorishing condition of the lower drives
deciduous trees as well as the evergreen hemlock and Norway spruce
along the cemetery wall The building at the left beyond the wall

and on the other side of the Taneytown Road is the post-war house

associated with the brick yards called the Dotterer house

Tipton Collection GNMP

E-2 Tyson or Tipton stereo view mid-l870s

This photographic view is comparable to C-8 although it was

taken farther away from the Soldiers National Monument The

Norway spruces inside the wall have quadrupled in size since the

1868-1869 photograph while the War Department had begun to

change the Saunders planting plans by adding small trees behind the

stones at the head of the plots The terra-cotta vases supplied

by the War Department are visible in the middlegrounds of both

stereo view E-l and E-2
The frame barn visible in C-8 and E-2 was part of the farm iden
tified as belonging to Henry Bishop on the O.K Warren map
The brick dwelling house at the right of the stereo view but not

in C-8 was probably constructed in 1868-1869 the same time

that the Warren survey was made

Tipton Collection CNMP



F-i Pyson or Tipton stereo view early 18703

E-2 Tyson or Tipton stereo view mid-L8/0



E-3 Tipton stereo view 1878

This view is from the East Cemetery Hill observatory constructed

in the spring of 1878 The view was probably taken shortly after or

before the tower was opened to the general public The shot shows

the extension of the Baltimore Pike iron fencing to the Evergreen

Cemetery gatehouse entrance at the lower right
The deciduous woodline in the background is the grove at the lower

end of the Soldiers National Cemetery and the Evergreen Cemetery
visible in 1863 photos as formidable extension of Zieglers Grove

Tipton Collection CNNP

E-4 Tipton stereo view 1878

This is continuation of the view E-3 and shows the Evergreen

Cemetery gatehouse with the iron fencing contributed by the

Soldiers National Cemetery Also visible at the right background
is the Soldiers National Cemetery with its line of bare Norway

Naples along the upper drive and its evergreens along the Taneytown

Road stone wall The gas-pipe fence is visible just left of the

line of maples

Tipton Collection GNNP



E-3 Tipton stereo view 1878

E-4 lipton ster view 1878



E-5 Tipton photograph 1878

Extending E-3 and E-4 to the right or northward this shot provides
an excellent panorama of the National Cemetery as it appeared in 1878
The photograph while not concentrating on the cemetery enclosures is

important in viewing the planting in the cemetery as of 1878 six years
after U.S government control While the larger trees exhibit the

original plan the interior evergreens were planted by the War Depart
ment to dress up the open space The belt of small arbor vitae circling
the Soldiers National Monument folls the original Saunders design
Appendix

Tipton Collection CNMP

E-6 Tipton stereo view late spring or fall of 1878

View similar to E-4 shows the Baltimore Pike fencing in front of

the Evergreen Cemetery and gas-pipe fence in right background

Tipton Collection CNMP



E5 Tipto pnotograph 1878

E6 lipton sterco view late spring fall of 1878



E-7 Tipton photograph 1878

It is uncertain from what vantage point this view was taken it was

photographed from the property of the Gettysburg Reservoir and not

from the East Cemetery Hill observatory
This excellent view snows the entranceway to the National Cemetery
from the Baltimore Pike in 1878 thirteen years after the planting
and construction in the National Cemetery The wooden flagpole is

visible toward the left-center of the photo while the Soldiers
National Monument is in the center background Except for the minimal

planting in the grave section and the boxwood ring around the

Reynolds statue the Saunders planting plan was still quite evident

and strictly adhered to
The Baltimore Pike fencing is less sharply defined as in the 1865

views C-3 C-4 since the evergreen plantings have grown and

closed up the view into and out of the cemetery through the iron

fence The entranceway however has been improved by 1878 from

its early condition by laying brick sidewalk up to the pedest
rian gates and granite curbing along the entrance drive The

viall is all but obscured by the tree growth except for the end

of the wall at the pike where the iron urn finial reflects the

sun from its gilded surface

Tipton Collection GNMP
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E-8 Tipton photograph 1878

This photograph from the East Cemetery Hill observatory is

comparable to E-6 showing the facilities to accomodate parties
for lectures concerts campfires which were frequently
held at the site as well as for visitors using the observatory
The only National Cemetery fencing visible in the photograph is

the iron fence along the pike National Cemetery boundary is at

the weeping willow tree in the centery of the photo

CNNP files
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E-9 Tipton photograph late l870s-early lB8Os

This view from the East Cemetery Bill observatory tower shows the

entranceway to the cemetery with the mansard-roofed lodge roof

of the brick summer kitchen frame storage house and arbor lattice
The iron fencing parallels the brick sidewalk

CNMP files
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Tipton photograph l870s-l880s

This is the best compositional photograph for the carriage and

pedestrian gates but it excludes the six posts and curving

fencing of the entranceway The most interesting feature of the

photo are the half-globes on which the eagles are perched
Painted black like the posts five-pointed gold star was

gilded onto the surface below and between the birds talons

not visible in the photocopy

Tipton Collection CNMP
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Mumper photograph ca 1878

This view was taken from tne roof of the lodge and shows

view similar to E-7 The status of the vegetative growth is

identical to E-7 and was also probably taken in 1878

CNMP files

Mumper photograph late 1880s

This photograph from the unknown section shows the arbor vitae

hedge beyond the Norway maples on the left The hedge was
Saunders camouflage solution to the gas-pipe division fence
The arbor vitae shrubs encircling the Soldiers National

Monument have not been trimmed back and have overgrown their

intended height limit

CNMP files



Numper photograpa ca 1878

Mumper photograph late 1880s cy



Tipton photograph 1892

This panoramic photograph was taken from the scaffolding used

to erect the New York State Nonument The cemetery wall is now

visible again because the War Department had just torn out most of

the trees along the wall to provide better view of the battlefield
The haphazard planting of trees and shrubs within the grave lots

by the War Department is quite apparent here

liron Collection GNNP
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J-l Tipton photograph 1892

This photograph was taken shortly after the new gateway was added

to the Taneytown Road in 1892 The highly ornamental cast iron

gatcposts were not yet gilded at this time and neither were the

urn finials or U.S insignia The curved rising of the wall and

coping was done especially for this project as well as the rough
faced granite gateposts
The structure in the cemetery at the right of the photograph is

the summer house removed by 1912 to make room for the Lincoln

Speech Memorial

Tipton Collection GNMP
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J2 Tipton photograph 1893

This photograph was taken from the Taneytown Road at the old Hancock

Avenue entrance at Zieglers Grove The gateposts and fence are part
of the Lafayette Square fence and gateposts transferred to the Gettys
burg Battlefield Memorial Association and erected in 1889 The

Taneytown Road entrance/exit of the National Cemetery was put into

the stone enclosing wall opposite this Hancock Avenue entrance to

accomodate visitors and eliminate any inconvenience

Photographs illustrating the work of the Gettysburg National Park
GNMP library
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3-3 Tipton photograph 1893-1895

This view from the Baltimore Pike at the Entrance to Slocum Avenue
shows the historic James McKnight tarmhouse on the right and part of

the Lafayette Square tence around East Cemetery Hill on the left
Notice the C-clef supports at the base of each post

Photographs illustrating the work of the Gettysburg National Park
GNMP library
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J-4 Photographer unknown l890s

Showing the arbor vitae hedging along the gas-pipe fencing beneath

the Norway maples at the left of the photgraph The inner border around

the Soldierst National Monument shows an uncontrolled heighth similar
to view

GNMP files



J-4 Photographer unknown l890s



3-5 Tiptan photograph 1897

This view shows the Lafayette Square feuce as it stood fronting the

Baltimore Pike at East Cemetery Hill The G-clef-style supports
are visible in this photo bracing the rear of the posts and ex
tending from the ground level to over one-half the height of the

post

Photographs illustrating the work of the Gettysburg National Park
GItP library
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J-6 Tipton photograph 1897-1898

This photograph is also taken from the Baltimore Pike showing the

Lafayette Square fencing at East Cemetery Hill This detail shows

one of the old gates and gateposts like the first Hancock Avenue

gateway 3-2 as well as the bracing for the posts

Tipton Collection CNMP
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3-7 Tipton $totograph after 1893

This photograph looks soutlnrd through the Norway maple avenue of

the upper drive The arbor vitae hedge along the gas-pipe fence

appears at the extreme left

Tipton Collection QIMP
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K-i Tiptat photograph 1903-1905

Taken from the Thneytown Road at about the present entrance to

the Cyclorazna Centery lot this view looks northward showing
the ceetery wall on the right The clean pointing stands out

in contrast to the granite and the pointing lines between the

coping stones are also faintly visible

Photographs illustrating the work of the Gettysburg National hit
QIIQ library
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K-2 Tipton photograph 1905-1908

This photograph is comparable to 3-5 showing the addition

of the new itinerary tablets along the Baltimore Pike at East

Cemetery Hill and gives an indication of the condition of

the Lafayette Square fencing after twenty years on the site

Photographs illustrating the work of Gettysburg National Park
GNMP library
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R-3 Tipton photograph after 1908

This Memorial Day photograph shows the unknown graves north

of the Soldiers National Monument adorned with U.S and

Pennsylvania state flags The arbor vitae hedge has grown
to trimmed heighth higher than the custom of the 1880s

when it just reached the height of the back of the benches
It now rises above the wheels of the artillery carriages
The interior plantings of the War Department and the un
controlled growth of the beltway around the Soldiers National

Monument has closed up the open expanse of the soldiers

grave section
The Norway maples have been thinned out since the view 3-7

GNMP files
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K-4 Tipton photograph 1911

This view looks down Wainwright Avenue from the Lafayette Square

gateway at Slocum Avenue at the base of East Cemetery Hill

Photographs illustrating the work of Gettysburg National Park
CNMP library
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L-l NPS photograph 1933

This view shows the condItion of the gas-pipe division fence

before it was removed during the winter of 1933-1934 Because

successive severe wintcrs had killed off portions of the arbor

vitae the hedge along the fence had been removed previously
revealing the delapidated fence virtually uncared for for three

decades

GNMP files



L-1 NPS photograph Ca 1933



L-2 NPS photographs ca 1934

These photographs illustrate the work done by the C0CC in the

cemetery in 1934 including the erection of the Lafayette Square
fence along the Evergreen Cemetery and Soldiers National Cemetery

boundary and putting drainage along the inside of the northwest

wall in an attempt to alleviate the water build-up there
The lower photograph shows the wall bulging in this area as early
as 1934 but also shows adequate pointing between the coping

stones and some patchwork pointing along the walls inner face

CNMP files



L-2 NPS photographs ca 1934



L-3 NPS photograph Nay 30 1934

This photograph taken one month after the National Park Service

took over activc administration of the National Cemetery shows

highly reflective surface on the gilded urn at the lower right
hand corner

Superintendentts Reports Nay 1934 CNNP files



L-3 NPS photograph May 30 1934



L-4 NPS photograph Memorial Day l935

Shows the Baltimore Pike gates and gateposts in painted and

gilded condition prior to the widening of the entranceway in

1939

Superintendents Reports May 1935 CNMP files



L-4 NPS photograph Nemorlal Day 1935



L-5 NPS photograph ca 1935

This photograph shows the Taneytown Road entranceway to the

National Cemetery with all gates open The ornamental features

of the posts have been gilded since their erection in 1892

view 3-1

CNMP files



L-5 NPS Photograph ca 1935



L-6 NPS photographs 1938

These views show the re-erected Lafayette Square fence along
the upper drive before the rhododendron was planted along the

line of the fence in 1938

CNMP files



Gettysburg NMP National Cemetery 1938

Gettysburg NMP National Cemetery 1938

L-6 NPS photographs 1938



L-7 NPS photographs 1939

These photographs were taken at the time the WPA widened the

Baltimore Pike gateways in the spring of 1939

Superintendents Reports Spring 1939 GNMP library



NPS photographs 1939



L-8 NPS photographs 1939

These photographs were taken to show the changes made by

widening the Baltimore Pike gates The ornamentation was

newly gilded and new wider gates were hung

Superintendents Reports spring 1939 GNMP library



L-8 NIPS photographs 1939



April 1978 Views showing condition of stone wall

14-1 Shot from top of south wall showing bulging and weaving of

wall in danger of imminent collapse The interior wall is virtually

concave and the exterior convex with the heavy granite coping stones

precipitously weighing down upon the weakening structure

14-2 Detail of 14-1 showing the pronounced convex bulging of the

outer south wall and the meandering of the coping stones as they
lose internal support



N-I South wall

N-2 South wall



N-i View looking westward the opposite direction of N-l showing
the same condition

N-4 View from the top of the Taneytown Road section of wall
just south of the gate Shows the same kind of bulging and

broken line of the coping stones indicating the shifting of

the wall material beneath



14-4 TaneytowTl Pnad wall

14-3 South wall



11-5 View alongside the exterior of the same section of the wall
as 11-4 with shadows and light playing upon the wave-like bulging of the

surface material

11-6 View from top of the Taneytown Road sectiá of wall south

of gates and looking towards that entrance Shows the Msaligned
coping stones caused by bulging and shifting of the underlying
walls Foreground cramps are pulled away from the coping due to

the shifting
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N-5 Taneytown Road Wall

41

M-6 Taneytown Road Wall



14-7 View from top of Taneytown Road section of wall north of

entranceway showing some bulging

14-8 View southward toward Taneytown Road entranceway along
exterior of wall showing bulging and sinking This sinking showed up
in the late 1860s series of stereo views also View C-ll It seems to

be more indicative of the contours of the cemetery than any serious

problem



14-7 Taneytown Road wall

M-8 Taneytown Road Wall



fe9 View northward along outside of T.neytosm Road wall from

entranceway showing bulging and sinking of coping stones

10 View along Cemetery AnneE portion of wall wietwird shaving

absence of spot pointing sinking and so.e bulging
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14-9 Taneytown Road wall

14-10 Cemetery Annex wall



April 1978 Views of Coping and Cramps

N-I Shows appearance of the cramp and drilled hole into which

they are set in sulfur as well as evidence of past attempts to

cement affix the cramp to its end of the coping Note absence

of pointing between the coping stones

N-2 Shows the cramps in place in normal coping stone although
this whole coping stone cracked as result of the bulging of the

wallbeneath south wall The cramps in this case held fast and

caused the coping to crack when they failed to give way under the

pressure
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N-2



N-3 Detail of tyflcal crap rusting through where the legs

Join the body

11-4 Detail of slightly shifted Joint between twocoping
stones te cramp broken and missing the other affixed and

cemented to assure it taps in place
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N-5 This photograph shows shifted coping-stone joint where one

cramp broke under the pressure of the shifting wall beneath while the

other cramp remained secured fast due to the addition of portland

cement The resultant lack of give-and-take probably caused the

coping stone to break

N-6 Shows cracked coping at the cramps due to pressures of shifting

wall as well as attempts to seal and delay the ultimate result by

applying portland cement
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N-7 Same as N-6 but the coping has broken away and been replaced
by cement

N-8 Same
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April 1978 photographs shoving bulging

0-1 Ceneral view of south wall The lack of shadow beneath

the coping at center shows how such the area there has bulged
The darker shadows indicate caving in of thd vall at the top
and displacement of the stones below

0-2 Close-up of 0-1
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0-3 Vertical shot towards ground from top of wall showing interior

of south wall in one place where it has bulged The rest of the

interior wall is dangerously concave

0-4 Shot of bulging south wall from atop the coping as well as

fragmentation of granite elements due to inadequate pointing and

pressure of the displacing walls
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0-3 South Wall



0-5 Vertical shot of south wall towards round from atop coping
Although the surface should appear linear and no rock showing
the extent of the bulge is obvious

0-6 View showing bulging of exterior Cemetery Annex wall
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O-5 South Wall

0-6 Cemetery Annex Wa11



0-7 View nortea.tward along Cemetery Annex wall showing extensive

bulging of exterior wall end loss of support to coping

0-8 View southwestward shoeing same area



0-7 Cemetery Annex Wall

0-8 Cemetery Annex Wall



April 1978 photographs collapse of wall

P-i View showing collapsing Taneytown Road wall covered by

plywood to discourage visitors from approaching the hazardous

area

P-2 Collapsing wall beneath strained coping along Taneytown Road



P-2 Taneytown Road

P-i Taneytown Road



P-3 Collapsing wall beneathed strained coping near maintenance

area and Cemetery Annex

P-4 Collapsed section of wall near cemetery maintenance



P3 Cemetery Annex area

P-4 Cemetery maintenance area
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Q-7 Southeast gateposts

Tris nhotoxaphs shows two of the gatej asts çt _go te ceitral

post was daraged by vehicle in 1977 so tiat thc 193 gates cannot

now be closed



Baitirine Pike gateway

Q-2 Southeast gateposts
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Q-3 Southeast gatepost

This view shows the left gatepost of the gateway The absence

of gilding from the eagle finial and the raised inscription is apparent
as well as is the lack of recent repainting of the whole

Q-4 Baltimore Pike fence at entrance

This photo shows damaged panel of the.fencing with the

shafts of the pickets knocked of of their supportive panel below
Note absence of recent paint and tree growth disrupting and

probably causing the breaking up of the fence
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Q-4 Baltinore Pike fence at rntrance



Q-5 Baltimore Pike fence

This view shows comparatively healthy panel beside panel
which is physically endangered The left lower panel has been broken

and the picket has been removed entirely Many of the pickets along
the fence are no longer attached at bottom or top and can be lifted

from their receptacle holes in the transverse bars

Q-6 Lafayette Square fence

This photograph shows the division fence between the soldiers
and civilians cemeteries Note that the extreme right finial is

misaing while others have tilted in many directions
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Q-7 Lafayette Square fence

Braced by wooden beams this section of the division fence is

threatening to collapse as its bases have rusted and weakened
Insufficient support to the posts has put all the load of the weight
of the the panels on the posts bases weakening the fence considerably
Whole sections of the fence line can be caused to sway and shake by

rattling one post with your hand

Q-8 Taneytown Road entranceway

This view shows the appearance of the lower entrance to the

Soldiers National Cemetery The iron gateposts removed in 1939

or shortly thereafter were probably denoted to the World War II

scrap metal drives The gates are much less ornamental than those

previously on site or of the replaced Baltimore Pike gateway The

urns atop the granite gateposts are the only cast-iron remains of the

1892 gateway When the northern gatepost was struck by car in 1977
the capstone and finial were knocked loose and were put back wrong
The handles of the urn should parallel the Taneytown Road like the

urn on the right gatepost but they are now perpendicular to the road
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Photographs of Antietam National

Cemetery

R-l This photograph has been incorrectly identified as Crowd
at Dedication of Soldiers National Monument Gettysburg July 1869
by Bachrach In reality it is view of the dedicatory ceremonies
held at Antietam National Cemetery on September 17 1867
The iron fencing is in no way similar to any fencing every enclosing

the Soldiers National or Evergreen Cemetery at Gettysburg Also
see R-2 following
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R-2 Engraving in Frank Leslies Illustrated Famous Leaders

Battle Scenes of the Civil War New York 1896 524
Identified as taken from photograph by Bachrach of Baltimore
Maryland and readily recognizable in this segment as the same

view as R-l purported Gettysburg photo
The same iron picket fencing set on the limestone wall and the

same gates and gateposts exist today at Antietam National Cemetery
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R3 View of Antietam National Cemetery entranceway l978

This photograph shows the same gateposts and fencing which appear
in the 1867 Bachrach photo of the Antietam ceremonies
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APPENDIX

Schedule of Recorded Maintenance

Stone Wall

1864-1865 erected

1872 repointing

1879 repointing

1886 scraping out joints repointing

1891-1892 partial repointing

1906 partial repointing

1920 partial repointing

1923 rebuilding collapsed section

1929 partial repointing rebuilding

1962 partial repointing

Average cyclic maintenance in early years Every Years

Baltimore Pike Iron Fence and Gates

1865 erected

1865-1872 repainting fence gates once

1875 painting gilding

1879 painting gilding

1892 painting gilding

cit
1897 painting gilding



9/

1901 painting gilding

1904 painting gilding

1908 painting gilding

1912 painting gilding

1915 painting gilding

1929 painting gilding

1931 painting gilding

1935 bronzing gates

1939 painting gilding gates

Average cyclic maintenance in early years Every Years
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APPENDIX

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION

Stone Wall

The substantial granite wall enclosing one half of the Gettysburg

National Cemetery is composed of two parallel mortared granite rubble walls with

clay and rubble matrix center and granite coping stones

The drawings in Appendices illustrate the contradictory evidence found

in construction of different portions of the wall Franzen and Voorhees disagree

about the foundation characteristics Voorhees has dug out 3-foot test holes

alongside the walls at intervals and concludes that the foundation stones do

not jut out as suggested by Franzens drawing It is probable that Franzen

examined one of the sections of the wall rebuilt after collapse in the l920s

Since that collapse was attributed ho inadequate drainage and poor foundation

it could be that rather substantial foundation such as the one portrayed by

Franzen was put in

The stone composition is of random-sized and irregularly shaped diabase

and ironstone granite found locally The coping stones are also of this

Gettysburg granite and are bevelled slightly toward the center making an

apex with slightly sloped sides to facilitate shedding water The edges and

faces of the coping are rough dressed

The stones seem to be dry laid on dirt with mortar only used for pointing

purposes to seal the joint On examination of collapsed sections there is no

evidence of mortar within the cavity or interior surfaces of the granite face
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stones Exterior pointing is loosened cracked and missing altogether throughout

the length of the wall both the interior and exterior of the National Cemetery

wall There are mortars composed of differing levels of sand lime content as

well as portland cement throughout the joints of the wall Most of the pointing

between the coping stones however is no longer extant

The wall itself bears resemblance to walls constructed along the boundaries

of numerous national cemeteries after the Civil War including those at Richmond

Annapolis Loudon Park Antietam Battle Ground District of Columbia Alexandria

Arlington Balls Bluff New Berne Wilmington Marietta San Antonio Shiloh

Chattanooga Nashville and Little Rock Although this wall was not constructed

by the War Department it conformed to the general character of those heavy

walls laid in mortar and bearing coping which were built by the War Depart

ment for the national cemeteries systems in the early 1870s It seems to have

been predominant style for enclosing cemeteries and other formally landscaped

areas in the mid-nineteenth century and could be seen in granite limestone

split limestone Seneca-stone and the like Although it is by no means unique

therefore as solitary example of such construction this stone wall has ac

quired significance because of its association with the Gettysburg National

Cemetery Its massiveness and durability should be preserved since these

features help impart the sentiment of permanence of the cemetery itself as

envisioned by the cemeterys founders
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Lafayette Square Fence

This ornamental cast-iron fencing relocated from the East Cemetery 11111

area in 1934 sets upon the boundary between the National Cemetery and Evergreen

Cemetery Each panel consists of one post and thirteen pickets Each square

post is set into either square bases or the original rounded beaded bases

These are placed 6-7 into the ground and rest upon granite or concrete founda

tions Many of the posts are rusting away at ground level where they are weld-

joined to the replacement square bases and they are further weakened by the

elimination of the C-clef brackets which originally supported the posts when

the fence was on East Cemetery Hill

The panels themselves have two parallel horizontal bars transversing the

thirteen pickets one near the top and one near the bottom The top horizontal

bars of each panel are ship-lapped to received the top bars of the adjoiningI1u
Ii

panel Where the contour of the ground is not level the shiplaps were sawn

off and the sawn end of the panel we1dj to the post Atop the shilp-lapped

ends of the panel and affixed to the top of theposts is flowering finial

These heavy pieces are pinned into the shiplaps but often the pin has broken

and the finials have loosened or fallen off

The lance-pointed pickets are round with raised bead in the center

and quarter-sized pickets between each of the thirteen pickets are at the

bottom of the panels to deter animals from entering the cemetery



Baltimore Pike Fence Gates

This cast-iron ornamental fence is composed of thirteen pickets per

panel Each panel consists of pickets and the transversing horizontal bars

only and no posts The ends of these bars are fitted into cut-out patterns

in the bottom of the posts but are apparently not welded or affixed therein

The top transverse bar bolts into protrusions on either side of the posts

and thus holds the panel of pickets to each posts

The posts have hollowed square bases and are columnar in shape

composed of four ovulo-shaped pieces and have urn-like finials The

picket finials are fleur-de-lis

The gateposts are also hollow and are composed of four sides each

joined at corner-guard by screw bolts The sides have rusticated raised

panels nine on each side of four of them and seven on each side of the

other two The front pnales of the two central gateposts have the names

of the Union states with soldier dead in the National Cemetery in raised

letters upon them The central posts are surmounted by cast-iron half globe

upon which cast-iron eagle with outspread wings is perched The four other

posts have draped-urn finials


